
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL MEMORANDUM

September 19, 2017Date:

The Honorable City Council 
c/'o City Clerk, Room 395, City Hall
Attention: Honorable Mike Bonin, Chair, Transportation Committee

To;

Sefeta i. Reynolds," (Jdneral Manager 
Department of Transportation

From:

Subject: CHANGE IN PRICING STRUCTURE FOR THE HOLLYWOOD AND HIGHLAND PARKING 
FACILITY (MUNICIPAL PARKING LOT NO. 745) - CF 11-0733

SUMMARY

This is a report back to address the parking demand, revenue, congestion impacts, and strategic use of 
the Hollywood and Highland (H&H) Parking Facility as T relates to a proposed pricing structure.

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the City Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor:

AUTHORIZE the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADGT) to change the pricing 
structure and to implement the new parking rates for the H&H Parking Facility as shown in 
Attachment 1;

i.

DIRECT and AUTHORIZE the LA DOT to commission a new parking study in four years to 
re-evaluate the pricing structure of the H&H Parking Facility to ensure that the parking rate is 
competitive and flexible with competing parking facilities within the Hollywood area; and

2.

RECEIVE and FILE the attached H&H Parking Facility's Parking Rate Survey (Attachment 2.) and 
Parking Rate Impact Analysis (Attachment 3).

3.

BACKGROUND

On January 11, 2017, the Transportation Committee considered LADOT's November 29, 2016 report 
recommending pricing structure changes for the H&H Parking Facility. The proposed rates from the 
report are shown in Attachment 1. After discussion of the report, the Committee requested LADOT staff 
to report back with an evaluation of the facility's following areas:

parking demand
revenue
budget
potential congestion impacts
parking and travel behavior impacts,strategic use of pricing to support future mobility projects
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DISCUSSION

LADOT's parking operator, SP Plus Municipal Services (SP+), hired Walker Parking Consultants (Walker) 
and iteris, Inc. to issue a report analyzing parking rate (price) changes (see Attachment 2} and its impact 
on parking demand (see Attachment 3) at the H&H Parking Facility, located in the heart, of the Hollywood 
Community. The findings of the report are described below.

Parking Demand

The H&H Parking Facility represents the largest single supply of public parking spaces serving this area of 
the City. Based on calendar year 2016 data, Table 1 shows the average weekday and weekend parking 
demand occupancy. According to Walker, this occupancy is typical according to industry standards for a 
facility of this size in a tourist area.

Table 1: H&H Parking Facility 2016 Average Weekday and Weekend Parking Occupancy

Parking Operation Hours Weekend Occupancy 
56.56%

Weekday Occupancy
40.25%9:00 am - 1:00 pen

1:00 pm - 10:00 pm 55.56% 88.57%
10:00 pm - 12:00 midnight 20.74% 34.43%

The H&H Center is considered an "entertainment/tourist: destination" facility, where parking is in high 
demand for special events held on weekdays or weekends. Examples of these events include: red carpet 
movie premieres, special movie screenings, the Jimmy Kimnsel Talk Show, live performances or events at 
the Dolby Theater, the OHM Gub, the Hard Rock Cafe, lucky Strike, conferences and events at the Loews 
Hotel, street concerts, and other public events. Both the Hollywood Bowl's seasonal concerts and the 
annual "Oscar" awards also affect the H&H Parking Facility capacity. In addition, retail and 
entertainment businesses within 1,000 feet participate in H&H Parking Facility's parking validation 
program. Comparing parking demand for the H&H Parking facility with typical parking lots is 
problematic because other parking lots mainly support off-street, transient parking for local businesses or 
monthly (commercial or residential) permit parkers, -without the abovementsoned "special" uses and 
events.

Walker considered the impacts of low-, mid-, and hi-range pricing scenarios on parking demand and 
length of stay. Walker's Parking Rate Survey (report) expects the recommended mid-range rate increases 
not to change the demand of the peak entry and exit times within the facility throughout the year. The 
suggested mid-range rate changes are nominal and only impact those parkers who do not receive a 
validation from participating retail, restaurant, or theater entities. The Walker report anticipates and 
assumes current volume and entry trends will remain with little to no change if the recommended 
mid-range rate increases are implemented.

Lowering or eliminating weekday parking prices, including the possibility of dropping prices to zero, is 
likely to attract non-drivers (transit users, cyclists, TNC users) to switch to driving, resulting in additional 
parking demand for the H&H Parking Facility. It is also possible that if the prices drop to zero, additional 
demand may come from Metro riders that are charged at other lots.
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Foliowing department policy and parking industry standards, LADOT's monthly parking programs 
increases revenue in facilities under-utilized by transient parkers and have a perceived need for monthly 
parking by the community the lot serves. The number of monthly permits sold is periodically adjusted 
based on the focal market conditions and garage capacity. Maintaining a ratio of monthly to transient 
occupancy keeps the garage just at or below capacity during peak demand hours to accommodate the 
aforementioned special events. "Overselling" a lot has the effect of creating congestion within the 
parking facility due to drivers waiting or circling for open parking spaces, if the number of monthly 
permits are increased, it should be tested incrementally every six months. Correspondingly, allowing high 
levels of monthly parkers diminishes lot capacity for transient and special event parking.

Offering a limited "early bird in-by-X:0G a.rrs., out-by-Y:00 p.m.," discounted rate permit program may 
increase weekday parking use of the parking facility; however, such a policy needs to be implemented in 
tandem with highly visible signage and messaging, which currently does not exist at the H&H Parking 
Facility. An option. LADOT may implement without the need for the additional infrastructure is to create 
a weekday monthly parking permit pilot program that provides a discounted rate to monthly parkers that 
only use the facility during the weekdays. The logistics, including enforcement of the program will be 
explored with SP+.

According to Walker's report, the large size of the H&H Parking Facility makes ingress and egress for both 
vehicles and pedestrians more time-consuming than other parking facilities in the area. The report also 
concludes that the recommended rate increases will have an immaterial impact on the length of stay at 
H&H and congestion in the area during the implementation period. Walker's report further indicates 
that even with the recommended parking rate increases for transient and monthly parking, the price for 
parking at the H&H Parking Facility will still be below the market rate of other lots in the area. The rate 
increase may also raise the propensity for parkers to seek short-term parking validations from H&H 
Center retailers, to offset some of the proposed rate increases.

Revenue and.Budget

Based on Fiscal Year (FY) 2016, Table 2 reflects H&H Parking Facility's current revenue and annual budget 
information. Table 3 shows a breakdown of the annual expenses for the facility.

Table 2: H&H Parking Facility Revenue & Expense Schedule for FY 2016

Amountitem
$12,535,000Budgeted Revenue___________________

Actual Revenue (net of Parking Occupancy Tax) $11,550,000
$7,523,000Less Expenses
$4,027,000Adjusted Revenue
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Table 3: H&H Parking Facility Expense Breakdown

Expense Amount by Percentage Amount
$2,280,221Contract 30.31%

$24,826Garage Expenses 0.33%
Electrical $400,2245.32%

$618,391Common Area Maintenance 8.22%
Debt. Service $4,200,09155.82%
Expense Total $7,523,753100%

FINANCIAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The revenue from the parking rate increase is deposited into the Special Parking Revenue Fund (SPRf) to 
be appropriated by the Mayor and Council for on-street parking meters, off-street parking lots, and 
garages m accordance with the SPRF ordinance. Implementing future mobility projects, such as car 
share and bike share programs, and other alternative modes of transportation, needs to be reviewed 
against the SPRF ordinance on a case-by-case basis to determine eligibility for funding. In recent years, 
the City declared a surplus of funds in the SPRF and transferred the money to the General Fund. The 
General Fund could support future mobility projects in the area.

The change in rate structure will not impact the General Fund since revenues and expenditures for this 
facility are credited to or are charged against SPRF. The proposed rate increase is expected to generate 
an estimated five percent increase in annual revenue of $578,000 to be deposited into the SPRF.

SjR/iK/KH:aa:kh

Councslmernber Mitch O'farrell, Council District 13c:



Proposed Hollywood and Highland (Lot 745) Rate Structure

Flat Rate Late Night: 
Thursday, Friday & 

Saturday after 10 PM

Hourly Maximum/Daily 
Maximum Rate

Retail/Restaurant/ Shop 
Validation

ResidentialCalendar Year Valet Surcharge Cinema Validation Monthly Parking

S2.00 for the first 2 Hours 

w:th vaiioatron; regular 

rates to SIS 00 maximum 

thereafter

Si 00/lb minutes. 

($4.00/hour) to Sib 00 

maximum per day

$2.00 for the first 4 Hours wen 

validation: regular rates to 

$15 00 maximum thereafiei

2016 $8.00 -t posted rate to 

maximum of $21.00
SIS.00 $125.00 S7S.00!C u rrent)

$2 00 tor tee first 2 Hours 

with validation, regular 

rates to $17 00 maximum 

i.hereanef

$2.00/20 minutes. 

($6.0Q/hour) to $17 00 

maximum p«i day

$2.00 for the first 4 Hours wdh 

validation; regular rates to 

$17.00 maximum thereafter

$8:00 ■* posted rate to 

maximum of $25 00
2017 $17.00 $130.00 $80.00

$.3.00 dm ?ne first 2 Hours 

warn validation, regular 

rates to $17 00 maximum 

thereafter

$2.00/20 minutes, 

{$6 00/hour} to $17.00 

maximum per day

$2.00 for the first 4 Hours vvhh 

validation, regular rates to 

$17.00 maximum thereafter

$8:00 posted rate to 

maximum of $25.00
7018 $ 17 00 $140.00 S80.00

$5 00 Hr tne firs: 2 Hours 

with validation, regular 

rates to $ 18.00 maximum 

'hereafter

$2.00/20 minutes, 

($6 00/hour) to $18.00 

maximum per day

$2.00 for the hrsl 4 Hours with 

validation, regular .mies to 

$18.00 maximum thereafter

$9:00 + posted rate to 

maximum of $2 7 00
2019 S 14Q.0O$18.00 $85.00

$3 00 'or the first 2 Hours 

with validation, regular 

rates to $18 00 maximum 

thereafter

$2 00/20 minuses, 

!$fa.00/hou! 1 to $18.00 

maximum per day

$2 00 for the first 4 Hours vv-lh 

validation, regular rates to 

$18.00 maximum thereafter

$9:00 *■ posted rate to 

maximum of $2 7 00
2020 $18.00 SI 50 00 $85.00

$3 00 for the first 2 Homs 

with validation: regular 

rates to $20 00 maximum 

thereafter

$2 00/20 minutes, 

$6 00/hour) to $20.00 

maximum per day

S2.00 for the first 4 Hours with 

validation; regular rates to 

$20.00 maximum thereafter

$10:00 * posted rale to 

maximum of $30 00
3021 $20 00 $150 00 $85.00
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November 4, 2016 

Nancy Bowers

Los Angeles Department of Transportation 

Louis Fiokas 

Jonathan Wicks

Hollywood and Highland 2016 Rate Analysis

37-8649.00

Parking Rate Survey

DaTF:
Office: 213088.490 
Pax:
vAw.'.wolkoricorking.ccn-i

2:3.488.4983FC:

COMPANY:

C:

PROM:

PROJECT NAME:

PROJECT NUMBER:

SUBJECT:

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

In 2010, the Parking Facilities Division of LADOT engaged Walker Parking Consultants (Walker) to 
conduct a study of the existing operations at the Hollywood and Highland (H&H) garage and 
provide recommendations for parking rates, payment methods and v 
LADOT in turn incorporated Walker's rate recommendations into a staff report presented to the 
Board of Transportation Commissioners in regard to a pricing structure at the subject garage for 
the five-year cycle from 2012- 2016.

ion programs.

As the end of calendar year 2016 approaches, LADOT desires Walker to conduct an updated 
study 'which recommends pricing structures at the subject garage for the five-year cycle from
2017- 202

Based on this understanding of the needs of the City, we provide the following analysis for the 
Hollywood and Highland Parking Facility (Municipal Parking Lot 7745) located at 6801 
Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028.

2017 RECOMMENDED PARKING RATES

Walker recommends the following proposed parking rate structure for calendar year 2017, with 
subsequent calendar year recommendations at the conclusion of this memo:

$2 each 20 min. $17 maximum
$2 for 2 hours, posted rate thereafter (Retail/Resfauranf) 
$2 for 4 hours, posted rate thereafter (Theater)
Same as above + $8 service charge

o w/ validation: 
o w/ validation:

• Valet Rate:
* Monthly Commercial Rafe:$130
* Monthly Residential Rate: $80
• Late Night Rate: day ~ Saturday after I Opm)Jl i

\\:0.0.37 5\prcjeci(ln'a'\37S6^9.0G ■ i'Ciivwood and inqhdmd 20)6 ra‘o anaiysih\;'apo''H\3h 
survey memo ciocx

8649 00 hoSywooU ar.d Highland rale
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In accordance with the scope of services, and based upon additional information provided by 
LADOT and the onsite parking operator, $P+, Walker reviewed the following documents as part 
of our analysis:

A. Walker Parking Consultants July 1, 2010 report, project #37-8090.00

C. LADOT Annual Report 2015-2016
D. Board of Transportation Commissioners Report dated
E. A parking rate study of public parking facilities within a two-block radius of the Facility. 

Study area duplicated the boundaries of the 2010 report: Franklin Avenue to the North,
i Las Palmas Avenue to the East,. Sunset Boulevard to

14, 201 1

the South, and North La Brea Avenue to the Wes
... and va___ __

retail/entertainment venues: The Grove, the Americana at Brand, Cinerama Dome, 
Beverly Center, Century City Shopping Center, Paseo Colorado, Sherman Oaks Galleria, 
and Universal Studios. These entertainment venues duplicate the eight comparable 
venues of the 2010 report.

followinarare'9 comparaO'

In addition to these documents, Walker visited the property and toured the facility. After th /=■

four, Walker took measurements and documented existing conditions at the facility.

The goals of the proposed rate program are to:

• Be competitive with the local market
s Include discounted parking for H&H patrons 
8 Encourage off street parking
8 Control employee parking so that the most convenient spaces remain availa 

visitors
* Provide recommended rate structure for next five-year cycle

urn !U!

MARKET AREA PARKING RATES

The market area rate survey consisted of seventeen (17) public parking facilities and two hotel 
operations within an approximate two-biock radius of H&H, In Figure 1 on the following page, 
the public parking facilities are listed in numerical order, while the hotel 
by letters. The survey revealed the market area contains over 2,000 public spaces exclusiv 

garage's capacity.

ions are identified
of

""W

WiO.O 37 5'\pi'Oje-cidcia\37 8649.00 ■ ho’iywcod and h/ghiond 2016 rnfe anoiysi$\repo:'0s\37 8649.00 nolr/wcod nnd ivghland We 
ejrvey mereo.Uecx
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Figure 1: Map of Parking Rate Survey Study Area
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Source: Walker Parking Consultants, 2016

HOURLY PARKING RATE ANALYSIS

le market area survey (Table Jj revealed eight (8) of seventeen (17) pubiic parkin
rking. The fees ranged from $10,00 at two (2) 

locations on Las Palmas Avenue (.34 miles from H&H) to $20.00 at 6922 Hollywood Boulevard 
miles from H&H). The lack of an incremental hourly fee structure has the effect of 

discouraging patrons seeking short-term parking.

facilities&
operated on a flat rate fee structure for daily

(less than . i nL2

The remaining nine (9) pubiic facilities off ere 
maximum 'was reached. The rates for short-term parking ranged from a low of $1.50 per 30

riy parking rates until the dH mcremer rai *i i KV-J

\ \ 10.0 37 5V xoje c id a to \37 • 6 6^ 9 00 • n oil y woo a and i vgh/w n d 20 J 6 r ate c: n a! ys; <■do pods \ 3 7 • Std 9 00 ho Hywo o d an d n j oh la n d i1 dn 
s c we y mo m o < io c y.
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minutes at 672.5 West Sunset Boulevard (.40 miles from H&H) to $2.50 every 15 minutes at multiple 
locations within .33 miles of H&H. The analysis of short-terms rates excluded three (3) locations 
over .40 miles (1715 & 1718 North Cherokee and 6725 West Sunset Boulevard] and revealed th 
following points of note for the remaining six (6) comparable facilities;

The minimum rates for one, two and three-hour

The maximum rates for one, two and fhree-hour parking were $10.00
respectively.
he average parking fees for one, two and fhree-hour parking were $9.50, $16.17 andT

$1 6.1 7 respectively.

Table 1; Study Area Parking Rate Survey

Distance 
rfcrri H & H

Padfiiy £v erring PverV
Rate

fUorVNy
Safe

vop 
5 oo<? w/E RoteAcoress Operator Spaces Hour .v1■yp« Mam'p Ron-.1

Standard 
Pgr rang

Hollywood aoa Highland / 
6S01 Hcriyv.-oed

Garage Si 00/15 rn-o $8 OS$0 0C 512 00 SISCO $ 5 S 00 515 03 3125®/ SP
0 ! 2 mi 542 pite lax 

per aoy
535 CO

Hotel Operation $15 Sell! oews Hotel i 755 N 
Highland Ave ivoleij 
KooseveP Hotel (va'e'j 
70X HoP/v.-CGG Sivd

hotellowiie ParkA garage Park
0 15 m Valet Parking 

Service
Hole! Operation, hotellot

6831 ?i Haeihorrie A»e 
1639 Highland Ave
6v/2 i-‘okyv,ooa leva / 
1650 Grange i.V

0 :8 rnr Coktoi riia 
-arkrng 

Srcv'dara
-'pr-.rr.p

170 $?0 Par $5 5 00 SIS® $15 CC $20 001 o; / SP Si 5 00 $20® $iSC
0 10 m Gar csge

250 52 50/15'art $20 00 $2000 $20 30$ $10® 520 DC 5® -X 5135®/ v;
;060: Hcly.-.-oo;.;
3ivd / 1683 N Sveiteicr••

Steir'ido'd 
Parking

0 27 res. (Oarage 
/ SP ■C $2.50/15 ran 5I50C $15 DC $20 00$iCiC<! S20 00 $13® $138®A

70® Ho'lyVveod 13®; / 
1648. n la fire;-, Avg

STannar d 
thprking

Garage
0 35 tvs S2Q.OOoo-o $2 50/! 5 teh. $10® J®0€: $20 CO $20® $20 00 Si'S 00/ SP

7083 ;“o! w/coa 
li!va/G?2 Pi Ote'oth

Cv/nyo0 55 ni GO $2 25/ 1 l: ’-'Y" $p 13/ $1700 $t?l>0 $8.00! A/ $17® 35 O" 3135 1 65SP
70/i ■ ;a; V A. ■; j ter ; 1 

1 73c n Sv';:anv.;n‘-
0 20 '-i; Va-teate;

texieca
vaiaae

/ SP 32 .SO/1 5 teSOO ;®®$50 ® Ste® $15® $15 00 >1®00
1 722 Outeae ;> / :/;33 
tetey/.-teX: five

Ganpac 
; Vote'0 G m 5P $P® 312 CG;vp 7 $12 Gv $1?® $12® $i7 ® $12®
'Garage0 1 S' : Ti $70 Opr■ 7’,’4 n H-rte;- GarPcte v<- ISO i® {>') $20 O'; 5® ® sxoo $70 00 $20®

/ SP
0 15 i''i• ’!29 N te c( orrpr-n v Cyy ageCor :;o:k teg: i® 320 Oat 3® 005) $20 00 352:'X 320 ® 320 00 32® 0 3165®/ SP

1721 n .a Paiteci Ave / 

1728 N MuCcricec
rot / 
Voiet0 15 m Co: :>;;r<: teal 85 $20 tic $70 00 $20® J2C 031 $20.® 320.® $20'® $155®

1654 N Las Painas 0 83 ite Glar.siC Pcrrk r,g i 00 $10 i'icr $10® $10 00 $10® $10® 3:0 ® SIS.®leteSP
0 34 teli Clavac Parking 
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Source: Walker Parking ConsuMonh. 2016
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ALL-DAY (MAXIMUMj PARKING RATE ANALYSIS

The analysis of maximum daily parking fees in the market area revealed a fee range from a low 
of $7.50 at 6725 West Sunset Boulevard (.40 miles from H&Hj to a maximum rate of $20.00. A 
review of seven (7) iocations within ,30 miles of H&H found the following;

* rive (5) locations; 6922 Hollywood Boulevard (HO miles), 1724 North Highland (.12 miles), 
1729 North McCadden Place (.15 miles), 1721 North Las Palmas (.15 miles), and 7060

/ood Boulevard (.27 miles), posted daily maximum fees of $20.00.
* Two (2) locations; 7021 Hollywood Boulevard (.20 miles) and 6831 Hawthorne Avenue 

(.18 miles) posted daily maximum fees of $15.00.

I \ A

H&H’s maximum rate of $15 is on the low end of the range for locations within .30 miles and $5.00 
less than the adjacent competing locations.

The review of night parking rates found twelve (12) locations where nighttime porkers receive 
no discount and are charged the daily maximum. The rate survey revealed three 
where the night rate exceeded the maximum daily rate; 6831 Hawthorne Avenue (.18 miles) 
and 1616 North McCadden (.36 miles) the night rate increased $5.00 from the daily maximum 
of $15.00 to $20.00 and 1719 North Cherokee (.40 miles) where the night rate doubled to $20.00 
from the daily flat rate of $10.00. Additionally, the analysis identified two locations with night 
rates lower than the daily maximum; 7060 Hollywood Boulevard’s (.27 miles) night rate of $15.00 
was a reduction of $5.00 and 7083 Hollywood Boulevard (.33 miles) where the night rate of $8.00

17.00 ail-day rate.

The night rate at H&H ($15.00) is $5.00 less than eleven (11) of the competing market area 
facilities and is within fifty cents of the market rate average of $15.47.

was $9.00 less than the

The results of the weekend 
included the following;

• Of the seven locations within .30 miles of the H&H, five (5) locations; 6922 Hollywood 
Boulevard (.10 miles), 1724 North Highland (.12 miles), 1729 North McCadden Place (.15
miles), 1 721 North Las Palmas (.15 miles) and 7060 Hollywood Boulevard posted weekend 
fees equal fo the daily maximum of $20.00. Additionally, two (2) locations; 7021 
Hollywood Boulevard (.20 miles) and 6831 Hawthorne Avenue 
weekend fees of $20.00, an increase of $5.00 over weekday maximum.

t the locations over .30 miles from H&H ranged from $7.50 to $20.00. 
of the nine (9) locations posted weekend rates of $20.00.

3 rate analysis a the seventeen (17) competing iocations

8 miles) posteds-

$ ThF1 weekend ro toe rv

Five ( si
j

The weekend rate at H&H ($15.00) is $5.00 less than eleven (11) of the competing market area 
facilities and is $2.41 less than the market area average.

\\W.O 37 S\croiacadoia'\37 86*9 00 ■ noVwood ana highland 20 i 6 rare anaiyas\fnoord\37 86*9.00 hoHywood and CahOnd rc?e 
••urvo/y raerno.docx
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RETAIL/ENTERTAINMENT CENTER PARKING RATES

Parking rate surveys were conducted at eight (8) local parking facilities that serve comparable 
entertainment / retail centers for the purpose of evaluating H&H’s current pricing structure. The 
results of this survey are provided on the next page In Table 3. The highlights of the review of the 
survey included;

• Three (3) venues offer free parking for the first hour, while Century City offer 
hour free and the remainder of the first hour for $! .00.

• Validated parking available at all locations with the exception of the Beverly Center.
• Valet parking is offered at all locations with the exception of the Cinerama Dome and 

Pasea Colorado.

the first halfca

To gain a historical perspective on parking rates t the entertainment / retail centers, Walkera
compared the rates in place at the time of the 2010 rate survey with currently posted rates at
the eight (8) centers studied below in Table 2.

Table 2; Entertainment Center Parking Rate Comparison 2010 to 2016

Property information DaiSy Hourly Rates 

3 hrs <

Valia ations
Re'1 hr < 2 hrs < Daily 2 

Maximum Vb>

'S '-r e 'auraX Hi

2016 2016 | 2016

$6.00 | 2-u r.rsrree

SS.C jo .00
n/c; n •-J:

$7.00 | SI
$3.00 $28.00$2.00 Free $2 : .'00Free 3 hrsT-e srs .1

$3.00 $28.00$'0.00 02.00 $22/51-5

$12.00 $3.00 $12.00 S13/S20SVOO .1 vrs
gppfionvalet

$24.00Free $5.00 $3.00 $22.00Free A
$10.00 $24 5$10.00 $s.oe $20.0070 l(-‘ $o.oc

•> $1.50 $6.00 __ ICC.
■:* Gplion

va-eo Colorado $3.00 $6.00 n/aFree ves

/aier

ShermanOcsH Galleria $21 7 *$3.00 $16.40 $!3.60 $21.a $17.0036.30 yes yes ves

SU.80 $24.00£i7.'G0 $24.00 $20.60 $24.00Volet $24.

Varies sUniversal COCvoO $ 12.00 5 i 2.00 $' $.5 rebate

$30.0)$15.00 $13.00 $15.00 $i°.O0/a let 3 yes
Day r~y.;'-ay :'0’rr

■ a ecu C\C ..'G a ■-/ a <-r: < 'C-~9'"n, SC - t; •-
',-eo e-. c ■ , . 1 1 ■

;. cwc 1
'HV.'V rate;: PC ..

•va>Kv-v' -.-akia'cv-
0.0 vv-ocy u::—. ;v yrv' . a r;a cue .;•> :r'V cry- -cm 'SI erv-r vuWaGV v.- r.ur'-r .cW /cm
' S : t W'- '.vvc-.’JSr rcv-yc-i c ;'f : ■: v:?h Vc ■ ac''.C;G cercc •« ■ y p ,u:v y. IS: cv - 'SG :v'-‘i ' - if.-''-.-'"; Sc-'- v
•-s-e- sc DC'1 •. c-tccc

:;v S ■ : GrCGe C 1; Vir i. a t- IT cc 3 -a eo.c-; . cuccd:;- -v- ;:c.'Coe a* -e.c -re Vcm cTa ‘c--
• '■ ■-1■■

i; / c G

Source.1: Walker Parking Consultants. 2016

\\!0.G.37.5\r>>'Oiecddafc\37-8649.C0 
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t Center Parking Rate SurveyTable 3: Co ? Entertain
Vn/dcG-ors Vale! Pa'kina

Doily Rc;e
v / 1

validationsl.oca‘:cn Wax
Toe; /-fixsfiaaoo o' ?.ra< S3I Sr?

;•
No v a; a;;?,;'Si

Bev-oriy Cer.lo' j: i;iyi !-o-vr
S31 on aa-J

0 Wro ;7
;2 ooc 3G :'n
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S?0 3WIr<';;;!'0/<Ir0i■.: Cairo J-1 hr! A
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S-< '■!;! X

Si?S3.
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•I;; V-'-.S"-’ |;

Spoon: eO
\ .ViV'

$3
Cy ‘ i
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/oi mu ■ 
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J,: :6 rrsn
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i R! i '-/-acy';
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-■ ;
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iS 40' S.O yrvrr ■* ' -.’-.y -9:yr, :fy ;

i ■; ! 1"S
.0 •: S..  X " '' r';ryv
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I /:.:S.'"
3s

hr;■ r r. -r ' '
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• ;u;ix TOO
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S '•!

''.A: S'OS'-'O.'O
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curce: Wcikcr Parking ConsuMan's, 201 dC

Trie analysis of th
revealed a fee range from a levy of free to a maximum rate of $8.00. A review of the eight (8) 
comparable entertainment centers found the following;

entertainment center first hour parking fees (not validated) in the study areao

Three (3) locations; The Americana, The Grove, and Paseo Colorado offer first hour of free
parking. Equal to 2010 survey.

W.iu.O 57 5\proiecPaarc\37 6649 GO - holr/vsood end AcCiona 2016 <cde r:naiyn-\>er:ori9\37 6649 00 noli/wt-od and Ogham note 
ujn/ey mnmo Uocy
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• No locations surveyed offer first 2 hours of free parking without validation. Down from 1 in 
the 2010 study.

• Two (2) locations; Cinerama Dome and Sherman Oaks Galleria offer first hour of parking 
or over $5.00. Up from I in 2010 study.f

H&H’s non-vaiidated rate of $4.00 for the first hour is the market average of the comparable 
entertainment centers as detailed below in Table 4. H&H is $3.40 below the market average and 
$13.00 below the market leader with a daily maximum rate of $15.00.

able 4; Comparable Entertainment Center Average Rates 2016 and 2010

Maxi m u m Maxi m u m 
2010

hrs <
2010 2016 

$2,00 $3.00 $3.00 $10.00
$13.60
$6.80 $8.36 $8.71

2 hrs 2 hrs < 3 hrs1 nr < I hr < 
2010 
Free 
0 2.00 
$5.36

< G
2016 2016 2010 2016

Minimum Rate 
Maximum Rate 
Average Rate

$1.50 $6.00i-ree
$8.00 $16.40 $21.00 $17.00 $22.00
$4.00 $18.40 $14.17

Source: Walker Parking Consultants, 2016

The analysis of the entertainment center average hourly parking rates and validation programs 
in the study area revealed minimal changes. A review of the eight (8) comparable 
entertainment centers found the following;

* Average incremental hourly rates dropped slightly as average daily max rates increased.
• Validation programs have mostly remained . At...constant ovei \e previous ive years.

H&H’s validation program of $2 for 2 hours retail and $2 for 4 hours cinema is consistent with 
comparable entertainment centers surveyed.

RECOMMENDED PARKING RATES 201 7 - 2021

Walker’s recommended parking rate structures for the next five-year cycle are detailed in the 
following fables;

Table 5: Recommended Monthly Parking Rates

Year Regular Monthly Residential Monthly 
$125.00 
$130.00 
$140.00 
$140.00 
$150.00 
$150.00

2016 $75.00
2017
2018

$80.00
$85.00

2019
2020
2021

Source: Walker Parking Consultants, 2016

\\ iG.0.37.5\projec‘dcdo'\37 6649 GO hoHywocd and nig/v'anci 20 ’6 rore anaiydr\rooor‘s\37-8649 00 hcilyv/ood and highland ran? 
survey me me. dec x
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Table 6: Recommended Hourly Maximum Rates

Hourly Rale

$1.00/ > 5 mins 
$2.00/20 mins 
$2.00/20 mins 
$2.00/20 mins 
$2.00/20 mins 
$2.00/20 mins

Maximum Rale-Year

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

S! 5.00
$1 7.00
$17.00

$18.00
2021 $20.00

Source: Walker Parking ConsuHonrs, 2016

able 7; Recommended Weekend Evening Fiat RatesTI

Flat Rate Thursday - Saturday After 10:00 pmYear
2016 $15.00

$17.002017
2018 $17.00
2019 $18.00

$18.00
$20.00

2020
2021

Source: Walker Parking Consuiianp. 2016

Table 8: Recommended Retail/ Restaurant Validation Rates

First 2 Hours 
$27X3 
$2.00 
$3.00

2016 posted rates thereafter to $15 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $17 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $17 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $18 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $18 maximum 
posted rates thereafter io $20 maximum

201
2018
2019
2020

$3.00
$3.00
$3.002021

Source: Walker Parking Consonants, 2016

Table 9: Recommended Cinema/Theater Validation Rates

Fiat 4 Hours
2016 $2.00 posted rates thereafter to $15 maximum 

posted rates thereafter to $17 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $17 maximum 
posted rales thereafter to $18 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $18 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $20 maximum

2017 $2,00
20 ■ 8 $3.00
2019 $3.00

$3.002020
2021 $3.00

Source: Walker Perking Consultants. 20:6

VUO G.37.5\pfCj€C!<iain\37 8649 qq 
uuvey memo.Coax

hoWv/oou arm i^grhand 20:6 rare am7/yusVepo:8\3/ 8649.00 hoiiywaod and highland rrjfo
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Table 10: Recommended Valet Rates

Valet Surcharge
posted rates thereafter to $23 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $25 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $25 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $27 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $27 maximum 
posted rates thereafter to $30 maximum

2016 $8.00
$8.002017

2018 $8.00
$9.00
$9.00
$10.00

2019
2020
2021

Source: Walker Parking Consultants, 2016

Table 11: Five Year Recommended Rates Summary

Daily nthiy Resident Monthly 
Rate

Evening
Rate

Weekend
Rate

F
3 Hoursrise a! Year I Hour < 2 HoursHourly Rate

RateMaximum

205 7 $2.03/20 mins S6.G0 317.03 $17.00 $80.00$12.00 $17.00 $17.00 $130 00

2018 $17.00'$2.00/20 mins $6.00 $12.00 $17.00 $1 7.00 $17.00 $140.00 $30.00

2019 S2.00/20 rnins 36.00 $12.00 $18.00 $18 00 $18.00 $140.00 $80.00$1300

2020 $18.00$2.03/20 mins $6.00 $12.00 $18 (X) $18 00 $18 00 $150.00 $85 00

2021 $2.00/20 rnins $6.0 $12.00 318 00 $20 00 320 00 $150 00 $85 00$20 00

Source Walker Parking Consultants. 2016

W0.0.37 5\p;cjecu:!cir;\37-8649.00 hoEyv/ooG and dgh/ond 2016 rote anniy:;:>\renod' 
survey memo doex

3/ 8649.00 ho/iv'/vooci and highland rare
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Hollywood & Highland Rate Analysis
Attachment: Iteris Technical Memorandum re Parking Rate 
Recommendation

FROM:

PEO.JEO NAME:

WOJECi NUMBER:

SUBJECT:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The team of Walker Parking Consultants (Walker) and Iteris was engaged by SP+ (Operator) to 
understand the impacts or parking demand of parking rate (price) changes at the City of Los 
Angeles1 (City) Hollywood and Highland Parking Structure (H&H) located in the heart of

les. As pari of understanding the likely impacts of rate (pricing) changes 
on parking demand, SP+ and the City are seeking to understand the broader transportation 
policy implications os they relate to the City's demand based pricing program, LA Express Park.

oliywood in Los Ai

Key to determining appropriate parking pricing scenarios for the Parking Structure is an 
identification of the City policy objectives 
determined that key among these are the following:

ona with their broader imDlications. Wem

Increasing the utilization of the garage from relatively low weekday levels to provide 
more parking for the public:

nsuring parking availability for events that fake place in and around the Hollywood and 
Highland destination:

Ensuring the viability of the businesses In the Hollywood and Highland development;

Reducing traffic in the vicinity of the Parking Structure, as welt as vehicle emissions, and 
encouraging the use of alternative modes of transportation (including but not limited to 
transit, bicycle, and pedestrian modes) to access the area; and

Balancing a mix of policy objectives while maintaining a consistent revenue stream for 
the parking structure to ensure funding of ongoing costs.

c

'YoiivwocU a no n;qhk:r>r; Rn‘o AnMySA
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A key finding of our analysis is that several factors significantly constrain 
to address the issue of low utilization of spaces in the

policy options,

+h
particu

Walker considered a low-, high-, and mid- 
o address the identified objectives and the concerns expressed by 

City Council Members at the January 1 1,201 7 Transportation Committee meeting. Based on our 
analysis, we identified the following findings and constraints with regard to possible policies:

Parking Structure,
weekdays. In order to test possiblo

Lowering or eliminating weekday parking prices in the Parking Structure, including th 
possibility of dropping prices to zero (free parking), if successful in significantly raising 
weekday parking utilization will negatively affect the Parking Structure's ability to 
accommodate the high demand for event parking that occurs irregularly but frequently. 
In this scenario, overlaps in parking demand generated by long-term areOfS

2d to occur between the long-term parkers (anticipated to be employees andproje
commuters) and the arrival times of event goers, negatively impacting the

Accommodating both an increase in daytime utilization of parking spaces, if successfully 
achieved, and the current schedule for events, wou 
inconveniencing daily, long-term parkers, which over time would likely reduce their use 
of the Parking Structure, causing utilization numbers to slip back downward.

require

weekday parking prices could be successful in materially increasing utilization 
of the Parking Structure during weekdays. However, a significant number of these new 
parkers are likely to come from other parking locations' or non-Single Occupancy

traffic congestion and the 
, and cede'

Vehicles (SOV) modes of transportation, thereby adding 
SOV mode split in the area wi

fe
likely reducing transit, bicycle, Uber/L>i [jo tnan

modes. Arguably, this wc )ur jt

A reducstion in 'weekday parking prices at H&H, including the possibility of dropping prices
to zero, is unlikely to impact the demand for on-street parking in the area in part because

street ig the bloci
Structure. The cars from the surrounding area that may be attracted to the lower prices 
would likely be cars currently parked in competing off-street facilities.

urrouridin the Parkingon- spaces aion

The strategies needed to achieve some policy objectives, particularly as related to 
dynamic or demand-based pricing are likely, in many instances, to operate at cross 
purposes with the goals of other policies. The policy objectives of demand-based pricing 
typically include reductions in “cruising for parking spaces," traffic and related emissions, 
as well as encouraging some drivers to use modes that are “greener" and further reduce 
affic. However, in the case of H & H, demand-based and in some cases dynamic pricing 

for transient parking would require a significant price reduction in the Parking Structure, 
potentiaiiy to free. The low-priced or free parking has the potential to encourage mare 
driving and traffic resulting emissions in the immediate and broader area, including

tr

1 these parkers could be Metro riders who currently park at the $3.00/day facilities in the Son Fernando Valley, or 
people who currently park at other commercial parking locations. Ultimately they could also include people who 
currently do not drive to the location, but would choose to do so if parking were inexpensive or free.

rfof/ywood and Hignland Ra-e Ancp>n
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through fhe shifting of people away from non-auto modes, the opposite of the intended 
policy t

• The recommended rate (price) increases in fhe price of un-validated, hourly parking are 
likely to have little to no material impact on parking ingress and length of stay at fhe

cfure. As a result, we determine that fhe rate changes are similarly unlikely to 
have a material impact on traffic congestion in the area. Parking revenue is projected 
to increase by no more than 5% as a result of fhe recommended effective hourly rate 
increase in fhe price of parking. Expected increases in the use of short-term validations 
will likely temper revenue increases and decreases in parking demand;

® Similarly, barring dramatic parking rate increases - or decreases
negatively impact Highland and Hollywood businesses or parking revenue, changes 
fhe non-validated parking rate 
based pricing seen from other demand-based parking pricing programs, particularly 
those that are implemented for on-street spaces.

• For off-street parking pricing, especially for a public parking facility as large and 
rorninenf in the parking market as Hollywood and Highland, it is important fha

parking pricing structure remains easy for drivers to understand and consistent. Actively 
or frequently adjusting parking prices to pinpoint and address frequent fluctuations in 

ing demand in the area we suggest would overall not be productive.

! U

that would likely

are unlikely to provide

X xtw

LK

• Using parking policy and targeted rates to the extent pursued by LA Express Park would 
likely not be productive for the Hollywood and Highland Parking Structure. However, we 
propose two recommendations regarding demand-based parking pricing 
consideration. Firs ie City and operator should consider increases in event-rate parking

hose events that traditionally till, or are expected o fill, the Parkingprices
Structure. Second, parking occupancy levels for transient and monthly parking should be 
quantified and reviewed on a regular, we recommend quarterly, basis to determine fhe
usefulness fO

weekly commuting program may 
3y parking utilization of the Parking Structure however we only 

recommend that such a policy be implemented in tandem with highly visible parking 
space availability signage and messaging for drivers outside of the Parking Structure. 
Such signage does not currently exist at the Parking Structure. The signage would be 
necessary to communicate restrictions on the timing of discounted rates. Nonetheless 
coordination of such a policy would be challenging and fhe frequent need for all-day 
parkers to exit early would be unpopular and would likely reduce potential demand.

® The significant availability and use of driving-alternative modes of transportation in fhe
..yft, the robust rail and bus network, and bicycle and pedestrian 

options) are to a great extent already reflected in current parking demand and revenue 
data. The full or partial implementation of self-driving or automated vehicles (AV's) within 
the private vehicle fleet will likely have an impact on how parking facilities are used in

within the automobile
isely when impacts from this trend will occur. Projections vary

• A limited early bird in-by-X:00 AM, out by X:00 PM*
increase weet

i r\ r-11 1HI n C- 1 I i i f i ! G V-^ i > i G-j G *T'SfCxrar

the future. There is little consensus
industry o preas

doWv/ood and H:gnk':nd Ro-e Analysis
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considerably but we expect little to no material impact within the five-year outlook 
parking price recommendations.

• To the extent that changes in parking demand at the Hollywood and Highland facility 
may occur in the future, as a result of changes in the use of AV's, the recommended 
regular monitoring of parking demand should help detect impending changes as they 
occur. Given the current, significant availability of parking spaces for much of the time in 
the Parking Structure, excluding events, basing policy on projected implementation of 
AV!$ within the fleet, or similar disruptive changes anticipated for transportation systems, 
for an existing public parking facility we believe is premature.

nf 1=5

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

Walker Parking (Walker), along with Iferis, was engaged by SP+ (Operator) to understand the 
impacts on parking demand of parking price (rate) changes at the City of Los Angeles* (City) 
Hollywood and Highland Parking Structure [H&Hj located in the heart of the Hollywood section 
of Los Angeles, in addition to understanding the impacts of rates on parking demand, SP+ and 
the City are seeking to understand the broader transportation policy implications as they relate 
to the City's demand based pricing program, LA Express Park.

METHODOLOGY

Walker and Iferis addressed the following scope of services, applying Walker's market and 
operational knowledge of tf 
broader traffic system and modal split currently in place in the Hollywood area and taking into 
account id os si hie chc

parking market coupled with I ris* knowledge and study co te -i0

es in the future..

Wing those proposed by Walker Parking Consultants in the attached
>arking behavior, and

traffic congestion at and around the parking facility. The analysis shall include 
projections of the following:

a. Entries at various time of the day
b. Entries at various times of the month, and
c. Entries at various times of the year.
d. Results will depend on analysis of LADOT and/or SP+ providing historical entry/exif 

data for this purpose in electronic, user-friendly (Excel) format for at least the past 
two years. Incomplete data may impact the precision and accuracy of the 
analysis.

ancj (jpfth© ^xpe^^d import. i parking demandr/w rw- H

Determine fhe expected length of stay and its impact on parking under the proposed 
rates. Project the impact of a duration of:

a. One (I) hour;
b. Two (2) hours, and 

. Three (3) hours or more.r-

riopwcoci anci Higiaand Rato Anoiyos
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d. Results will depend on anofysis of LADOT and/or SP-t
data for this purpose in electronic, user-friendly (Excel) format for at least the post 
two years. Incomplete data may impact the precision and accuracy of the 
analysis.

irianclal projections are for planning purposes and not 
or similar financial documents.

. Evaluate if dynamic demand-based parking pricing, as used with LA Express Park, can 
or should be utilized to influence parking behavior, duration, and travel behavior. The 
evaluation shall consider how it will Impact: 

a. Traffic cot
arking revenues.

n r;e. A! A

Ion in the area and
pb.

If recommended, determine the resources necessary to implement dynamic demand- 
based parking pricing at H&H Parking Garage. These include general recommendations 
. egarding policies, operations, and technology for the Garage. Neither a specific 
parking operations and management plan nor parking technology definition or 
specifications are envisioned for this effort.

r

5. Determine if dynamic demand-based parking pricing would be more beneficial to the 
owner, operator, and patrons of H&H Parking Garage considering social, economic, 
environmental, and any other factors. Determine the challenges of dynamic demand- 
based parking pricing for off-street parking facilities inclusive of the H&H Parking Garage.

Wa I ker c o n sideredA the impacts of low-, high-, and mid-rangf of pricing scenarios on
of stayrv 3 o even te policy oojec ri ria.j

y of pricing options. Walker also evaluated permit options Including anevaiuc
permit program and increasing the number of monthly permits Located.r*i

7. Evaluate how the proposed rates affe travel behavior, traffic congestion, and impact 
he evaluation shall Include the impact of the following on parking:

r i

T]
a. Uber/Lyft;
b. Riding the train;

. Carpool and ride-sharing;
d. Use of autonomous vehicles, and
e. Future mobility projects or other mobility developments.

A"
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Figure 1: One of Hollywood and Highland’s Entrances (Highland Avenue)

m i
I#

%
I f§g|a

WHS

i

f

tv.’ i

I
Source: Walker Parking Consuifonis, 2017

In November of 2016, Walker completed a parking rate and market analysts for the H&.H Parking 
Structure, recommending rate increases for some rate categories, to be implemented from 2017 
through 2021. Table 1 shows the current rates at H&H and the rates recommended to take effect 
in 2017, Because part of the impact of a rate structure is the amount of time it takes to reach 
the daily maximum rate, the incremental rate is demonstrated in this fable as well.

Hollywood (.go Highland Rede Analysis
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Table 1: 2017 Rate Recommendations

1
:J$

i*7S

I i .00 $ 2.0Q $ 2.00
$ 2.00 $ 2.00 $ 2.00

00 $ 
$ 4.00 $

.•■G/Gi i. 

3.00 $

10.00 $
12.00 S
14.00 s
16.00 S

17.00 S

17.00 $ 
17.00 
17.00 $
17.00 $

17.00 
17 00 
17.00 
i 7.00 
17.00 
17.00 
17.00 
W 00 
17.00 
17.0G 
17.00 
17.00 
17.00 
i/.0G

3.Mi 'i 

2.00 $ 2.00
2.00v-.if i A

16-30 Minutes

'■ I 'I.1: /s/. !'U G ' ■■■

46 - 60 Minutes 

i Hr - i Hr ! 5 Min 

1 Hr 16 Min - 1 Hr 30 Min

1 Hr 3i Min - i Hr 45 Min

1 Hr 46 Min - 2 Hr

2 Hi - 2 Hr 15 Min

2 Hr 16 Min - 2 Hr 30 Min

2 Hr 3 i Min - ? Hr 45 Min

2 Hr 46 Min - 3 Hr

3 Hr - 3 Hr '■ 5 Min

3 Hr 16 Min - 3 Hr 30 Min

3 Hr 31 Min ■ 3 Hr 45 Mir.

3 Hr 46 Min - 4 Hr

4 Hi - 4 Hi i 5 Min

4 Hr 16 Min - 4 Hr 30 Min

4 Hi 31 Mm • 4 Hr 45 Min

4 Hr 46 Min -5 Hr

5 Hr • 5 Hr 15 Min

5 Hr 16 Min - 5 Hr 30 Min 

5 Hr 31 M-n • 5 Hr 4.5 Mir.

6 Hr - 24 Hr

; f;;0'.;y/U)‘ errjoyel1 <-> 10PM

Q 2GMinules 

21 -40 Minutes

0 Min 
ir 40 Min

5V

J 2.00 3 2.002.00 $ $4

S 4.00 $ 2.00 $ 2.00 $/

2 00 
ZOO

2.00„ 2.00 ; Hr 2
1 Hr 41 Min - 2 Hr

2 Hr } Min 2 Hi 20 Min
2 Hr 21 Min-2 Hr 40 Min

2 Hr 4 1 Min - 3 Hr

3 Hr - 3 Hr 20 Min

3 Hr 21 Min • 3 Hr 40 Min

3 Hr 41 Min -4 Hr

4 Hr 4 Hr 20 Min

4 Hr 21 Min - 4 Hr 40 Min

4 Hr 41 Mir - 5 Hr

5 Hr -5 Hr 20 Min

5 Hr 21 Mir. - 5 Hr 40 Min

5 Hr 41 Min ■■ 6 Hr

6 Hr - 6 Hi 20 Min

6 Hr 21 Min -6 Hr 40 Min

6 I if 4 i Min - 7 Hr

7 Hr - 7 Hr 20 Min

7 H' 2! Mil'. • 7 Hr 40 Min

7 Hr 41 Min - 8 Hr 

5 H- 8 ! 0 20 Mir;
9 Hr - 24 Hr

saay- Salurdcy. oiler 10 PM

8$ A
7 on $ 2.00

$ 2.00
5 2.00 S 2.00

$ 2.00 $
3.00 $

4.00 3 

5 00 S
6.00 $
7.00 $
3.00 $
9.00 5

$ 10.00 $
S 11.00 $
$ 12.00 $
% 13.00

14.00 ?

I 15.00 %
$ 16.00 $
$ 17.0)0 $
$ 17.00 $
$ 17 GO $
$ 17.00 $
5 17.00 8
3 17.G0 S
S 17.00 $

2.00«

2.00 8 2.00
2.00i

2 00$ 9 00 5 5 00

$ 10.00 $ 4.00
2.00$
2.00 2.00

2.005.00 $ 3.00
| 12.00 $ 6.00 $ 4.00
$ 13.00 $ 7.00 % 5.00
$ 14.00 $ 8.00 $ 6.00
$ 15.00 $ 9.00 $ 7.00
$ 15.00 $ 10.00 $ 8.00

i 5.00 $ 11.00 S 9.00

$ 15.00 $ 12.00 $
$ 15.00 $ 13.00 '$
$ 15.00 $ 14.00 $
$ 15.00 $ 15.00 5

$ 15.00 ? 1.5.00 $
5 15 00 8 1.5.00 $
$ 15.00 $ 15.00 $
5 15 00 S 15 00 $

$ 1S 00 $ $•

3.00
4.00$
5.00
6.00$
7.00 
8 00

?

5
10.00 
i 1.00 
12.00
13.00
14.00 
15 00
15.00 
15 00

? 9.00

10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00 
14 00
15.00

I

s
$
$
$
$

: 6 00$
17.00
17.00’hi $

$ S.00 % 8.00 $ 8.00 iic./Oy Po: <? ‘-VrOoi fee 8 00 S 8.00 iHourly Role Volef Poo S 8'

Source: Walker Parking Consonants, 20//

Walker's 2017 rate increase recommendations include the following effective adjustments in the 
non-x . Validated parking rates would remain unchanged.

A recommended incremental rate of $2.00 for even/ 20 minutes, increased from the 
current $1.00 for every 15 minutes. The effecth 

er hour to $6.

Recommended increase in the daily maximum rate

Based on the recommended increase in the incremer 
will increase from $15.00 for stays greater than 3 hours and 30 minutes to $1 7.00 for stays 
greater than 2 hours and 40 minutes.

Recommended increase in the monthly commercial rate from $125 to $130;

increase in the monthly residential rate from $75 to $80.

e

.J f. KJ2

o Y I
J ily maximum raterare, th

/-i0 4AA

Hollywood and HigHinrel Rale Anolyus
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rates, incremental, maximum and monthly, have been considered in 
Hysis on impact of demand, parking behavior, traffic congestion, and 

act of other transportation modes in the area.

The current and pr pep

the following report for a 
the i

201 7 MARKET PARKING RATE SURVEY UPDATE

Walker benchmarked the proposed parking rates against those at competing facilities within a
ined in

red in Table 2), posted rates of $2.50 - $3.00 per 15 minutes while H&H currently offers $1.00 per 
15 minutes. As was found in the 2016 survey, the H&H Parking Structure continues to remain 
below the market rate in the latest findings. This is not surprising, nor necessarily unreasonable, 
given the large number of parking spaces if has and the challenges of accessing the facility for 
the public both as drivers and pedestrians.

0.40-ml!e radius of H&H. ihe survey indicated that garages in the immediate area

V? Analysis
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°01 7 Rale Survey UpdateTable 2:

Distance 
from 
H& H

Facility
Type

2-3 Daily
Maximum

Evening W/E Event
Rale

MonthiyAddress Spaces! Hourly Rate 1 -.2 HoursOperator .1 Hour < Hours Rate Rate Rate
I Highland/6801 

Hollywood_______
SkVKlorrt

Parking $125.00**;G'.vage/Sr' $1.00/15 min. $8.00 $12.00 51500 11500 515.00

; $50 oS= lax ne 
-.lay _

Roosevelt Hotel jvaief) 7000 Hollywood

I
0 V nu HI '".ft! t/i

Valet Parking $42 plus sax pe $20i, '.'.mi $16 Visitors! VI.' I itor; hotel
m

■■ .■ 1 ■■■: a X ..■!.■ a. ■■■ ■: : ■
: !■ :l ■ . I

6922 Hollywood Blvd./ 1650 Orange Dr
$20 5a! 120 00'0 $30 00 $■50 00”7 O'

.f2ddd 
Pro Park $12.50' I I I 'll! 'SP 250 $2.50/12 min. $20.00 $20.00 $20.00 $135.00
.!■ ■,'!'(!.! 
i ' !'• i

Standard 
■m i ii a

■' ■! ........I : :V ■ : ........... I ■ ■ ■ ; . ■ ■■ ■ ' 5 P $2 50: ' 5 $10.00 $20 00 $10.00 S Hi 00 $133 00''"0

7080 Hollywood Blvd. / i 648 N. La 8iea
AY 1

$10.000.33 mi. $2 5C/15 mu-.. $20.00*'SP 200 $2.0.00 $10.GO V 75.00"•r ».w..
S3-' 5 $1800 $ 18.GO SO; 00LA/ ■ . i i ■ ' Sr $12 00 S 18 00 38 00 5i35 165”

Standard
_Pcr!cjr.g_ $10.00i ii: ;i-/.vi n ■: i ' i i i / ■■.<} :■( ........ -if 0.20 mi. / SP

/ ...

177 $2.50/15 min. $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $20.00 $100.00**

: . I :l: >15 .-HP $15.00 31600 SIS 00 31 5 00 $ i 5 00 $12.00*O'". or $; 5 oc my''

arking. Foolily is private parking onlyi 724 M Highiand SaiPark, Inc Garage / SP iaO
Day ;v tHan: !

JI66 24 iv Pern-f $226320 00 320 00 320' 00 320.00 !/.H Pun: Vgl Gd:UUA SP go: 320.00i : ud-ufi

I 72 i N. Las Palmar. Ave / 1 728 N. 
MoCoaaen

Day or Night Permit 
$165. 24 Hr Pei nut $225

‘ / $20 fiat $20.0085 $20.00 $20.00 $20.00 $20.00
32 rC/'5 316 00 $15.00 SIS OC S16 00 ' $ 15 00 51 >30 00■ r:64 A ,. y. xa ' ,10
$2.00/15 rrw'i. $15.001630 N. Las Palmas Ave. 50 3 $15.00 $180.00

HO lXJ- id 00 0 S2C 00* 5 H1C 165■ 6 1 0 '■< V.. Cauui.!1: P
6>"25 W. Sen;.©! Biv 
v.cCaader Pi SI .60/30 mm. $6.00 $6.00/SP 150 SiVD.OO”•?/ ..G

I .v:,;;..;';; S. 5 4
mm d'or.!<;!!()'$4.00 $12 00 $17 02 3 : 6 02!■'!.! U /. I':.|::i©; A 5:6 00

$20 $20.00>719 nj CheiokeeAve. I-Ui / Jp 76 $20.00 $20.00 $20.00 $20.00U.AU '.arrair,, me
IOO La: $3.00 $9 00 52C 00-0 40 Gran! PdWiUU : r;i / v a-er 520.00 $20.001 A '', u /

$7.50 312 007042 33 00 5? 50 >6 00 3'00 00$7 50
520 00 . 52C 00 520.00 120 00520.00 >30 00 $12- >0 $ 180 00

515 38 516 63 5" 6 3 43' : 78 ■ 516 84 317 2. $146 00

-'•■O'©:' ,/KT: U.IUUe

20! 7

Ho/iywooa and rngnicmo Rale Analysis
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Furthermore, the same set of garages (coded 2 through 7) range in daily maximum prices of 
$15.00 (one facility) to $20.00 (four facilities). The proposed daily maximum increase to $1 7.00 is 
within market rates and offers significantly more inventory than any of the other facilities.

Due to this market analysis, Walker does not believe the suggested rate increases will materially 
impact the demand for parking spaces in the H&H Parking Structure, especially considering that 
a majority of porkers get a validation for parking from H & H businesses.

HOURLY PARKING DEMAND

le historical data of H&H from April 2016 through March 2017 (the most recent 
twelve months of parking data available at the time of the analysis), including traffic entry and 
exit volumes by hour, month, and year. We found the peak volumes of entry occurring at 6:00 
PM and the peak volume of exits occurring at 10:00 PM.

Table 3, below, shows the maximum number of vehicles entering and exiting by time of day and 
month. The highest volume of entry and exits occurred in August and November of 2016, 
primarily due to special events in the H&H area. The high volume in November was attributable 

ing and the annual Governors Awards event. The high volume in August was 
attributable to live taping of the America's Got Talent TV show, special events at the Hollywood 
Bowl, and new movie releases.

We analyzed l L...

to holiday sh

vw
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table 3: Max Entry and Exil by Hour & Month

Jun-16 Sep-16 Oct-U Nov-U Jan-17 Feb-17 Mar-17Apr-H May-16 Jui-16 Aug-16 Dec-16

Exit Entry ExitEntry Ex ! Entry f:x:r Entry l:x:< Entry fc! tX: ‘ Entry EX:t Entry Entry Exit Exit Entry 5x0Entry Entry ■x:tEnnv

68 ; ,!8 23 22 7! 3478 39 1-6 13 ;0 20 13 130 38 96 14 29 oi; 254AM V.o

20 92 S3 9462 3" 53 K; 34 32 7 8 193 S3 1 S3 20 32 889X!

206 /S !2 19 '78 s 01 39 54 ' 6 29 29 : 4,8187 302 45 29 :0 9.5 86 185Ay

1/6 SC 26 :8 2'. 78) Si 80 i !v 62 92 23 67 32 392 G;85 ■46 186

137243 192 82 183 96 .-,3 185 69 165 240 327 35 209 98 33492 245 S46 '38su

337282 197 89 307 3 4 94 48 308 i/0 423 63 237 95 123627 .44 266 465 45"9

65 26! ?93 89323 '36 289 32 365 109 368 285

352

1 49 98 106 2/8 35/ 83 236 132 '6064 853

861 !C 327 351 S 39 383 295332 55 151' 36? 36/ '64 145 4i ; 445 3 US 124 2CXS

38C 366 26.3

293

4 30 424 235 382 255 493 3S4 629 403 875 4 12 265 3/64 i 5 232 183 478 -i,r 360 185 522

358 319361 4 10 138 246 489 425 295 431 293 251 48! 331 458 256 389 316•113 7 9

857 7 7 7 467'M- !4 : 7/7

469

299 475 i 34/ 351 424 328 428 44 2 3/i 395 33/ 5M

426

354400466

447413

379

440 447 363 408 633 477399 

1 '
395 602 392 576 424 368 420 550406 442

425 4: 468 /.S8 34 490 3/8 388 690.1. ■ 381 478 446 555 403 442 390 885

577.404 410 4!3 •GG- 4/v 434 423 35! 4 ■: 422 506■ / 336 ■- ■■ 434 528 ■ : 46 "08
l473 498' ;so3 83043.7 510 457 565 435 370 5Si 3/7 674 467 409 449. 6,00

810609 5C 744 3S2655 ■ a.
■

7! 6 732 599 557 4:5 5V1 329 712 365 49, 326■ ■ ■' 

462

4(1:

54! 345 582 569 278 360345 4!.ft 353 360 457 380 574 A' 312 4.0

329 2-66 480 367 412 7 2885/6 O' 289

268

-566 296 1 375 458 365544 446

■i
m234 fpt iff 796. '-■ '■ ■- 275 432 238 450 232 86 247296 363466.......

20875 214 247 407 201 773 ! 86 191 45? 80S238 648 19: 707

395 >73 268 136 909 OX!1 13 ■ISO I 19 137 333 76 4 269

245

yy?'?4 444

28 26 339 395 582 30 7,4 399255 'Ey 34i; 32 38 3? 203 22 24734

26 255 15 :8 228 251 210 230 25 26/24' 7:29 16 26 242 S5 S3' /, 20 y.y.y

118 53 30 43 22 /. 7 23 52 25 2/ 363 A O' 26 20 49 51 46 4: /2-

C'7V

SOurCE- SPi. WQtxiy: rnjtKJ o-wnsoUanSs, 20? 7y

Hoiiywood & Hignicnd Rate Analysis
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lions, green and blue, indicate the highest volume of tickets pulled each 
hour at entry and exit per month. Walker proceeded to identify the peak day of the month 
associated with the highlighted number, above. Table 4, below, demonstrates the peak day of
the week and date toy month for each exit and entry.

Table 4: Peak Hourly Entry and Exit ay by Me "u

Max Entry Max Exit
DayDay Date Ve Date Vehicles

Apr-16 Saturday Sunday4/23/2016 4/10/2016 800

May-16 5/28/2016 Monday 600

Jun-16 6/13/2016 ThursdayMonday 716 6/23/2016 992

Jul-16 Tuesday 7/5/2016 609 iuesday 7/5/2016 858

Aug-16 Sunday 8/7/2016 Wednesday 8/3/2016447 598

Sunday 9/4/2016 9/20/2016Sep- uesaay

SaturdayOct-16 10/15/2016 810 Saturday 10/15/2016 926
Nov -1 6 Sunday 11/6/2016 Sunday 11/6/2016805 897

Dec-16 Tuesday 12/17/2016 Tuesday 12/17/2016744 978

Jan-17 Saturday 1/14/2016 503 Saturday 1/14/2016 513
Feb-17 Saturday 2/11/2017 Saturday577 2/25/2017 610

Mar-17 Sunday 3/18/2017 830 Saturday 3/25/2017 875

Sov:ce: SP*. vVy/W? f:a(king ConsM/a?m, 20\7

fall winter, and spring months show the most volume on the weekends, varying between 
Saturday and Sunday. During the summer months, the peak volume shifts to weekday evenings; 
likely due to the overlap in demand for parking for the Hollywood Bowl, which only operates in 
the summer months but has concerts occurring during the week, and weekday parking 
demand, which likely increases in the summer as a result of increased visitor activity. Finally, 
Table 5, below displays the average peak number of tickets pulled by hour and month, for April 
2016 through March 2017.

Houyvvoa: X MynO'-U PWe Xnoi/s:$
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Table 5: Average Peak Vehicles by Hour and Mon

Apr-16 Jun-16 Jui-UMay-16 Sep-16Aug-16 Oct-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Jan-17 Feb-17 Mar-17
Entry Exit ti'iry Exit Entry Exit Entry Exit ExitEntry Exit entry Entry Exit Entry Ext! Entry Exit Entry- Exit Entry Exit ExitEntry

4 A.M 15 10 54 6 6 4 5 3 5 124 13 19 54 10 5 5 20 a 46 o

20 35 A.M. 5 13 10 10 10 34 4 10 15 3 18 3 124 9 3 ■<446

6 AM 42 10 23 378 28 6 8 30 7 34 10 24 6 30 7 7 1315 5 60 29 723
7 A.M 57 714 31 40 46 10 43 10 4354 9 43 10 7 2127 7 108 22 732

8 A.M. 20 55 17 67 18 69 19 70 1720 71 68 17 73 23 71 14 14 104 1244 27 45

9 A.M 132 29 108 26 28 155170 34 14! 34 140 28 147 25 160 29 125 25 95 20 148 37 no 21
10 A.M 169 52 52 213154 46 1 66 58 201 186 50 19261 54 163 50 49 138i 89 40 163 63 47166
] I A.M 200 33 197 81 233 91 276 98 241100 232 94 230 112 197283 75 196 99 198 It:
12 P.M 237 : 27 212 114 272 156 327 160 145 239245 143 257 141 155 201299 116 210 132 118222

1 P.M 222233 156 212 148 263 170 324 178 232193 243 182 236 193 209166 273 146 150 168252

2 P.M. 236 210! 88 226 192 273 289 267 286 244 212 238 228252 264 200 251289 189 195 208 1942610•••
3 P.M. 249 220 218 209 277 258 289 303 26 228 2537 273 253 233 261 231 320 217296 216 190 205 214

4 P.M. 239 244 293 292 225261 269 253 260 225 212 268217 258 190 210 188 229197 215)6
5P.M. 246 00/ 278 259 250 273 225 276 222 203 258208 180 205 189 232210 261/ 7 /

291302 Hi6 P.M 267 .370 1335. 316 274 260 270 279 262 297 2002'1' 198 243

7 P.M. 262 224 306 272 303 276 21834 4, 218 284 | 247 177 186 175 199 243 £.

8 P.M 187 225 | 250 247237 174 194 273 150 167 149 S 72 189 198

9 P.M. 318 197164 156 215 177 291 150 262 49 268 136 187 143 209 1865(

136 MM10P.M. 120 304126 240 124 278 259 335 342102 106 174 97 225 303136

1 1 P.M. 33881 ?08 72 205 96 23975 221 68 62 123 62 153 1797360

12A.M. 38 147 33 124 177 12837 46 164 36 150 30 39 190 25 107146 25 26 114 30 159113 32

1 A.M. 105 10 112 106 14 90 8110 9! 95 1227 1 16 6 85 10 14377 10
2 A.M. 5 92 7 83 82 9 85 725 75 77 65 24 4 4 4 62 70 72 674 6 3

3 A.M. 13 17 18 21 17 14 1712 16 13 15 15 15 16 15 14 1913 17 12 2! 1917 19

. ;• ;>A> A-O'OyOA. O'-Kii-

Source: SP-n Waiker Parking Consultants, 2017

Hollywood & Bigniand Paving Rale Analysis
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The annual average of peak entries occurs at 6:00 PM while the annual average of peak exits 
occurs at 10:00 PM.

Walker projects that the recommended rate Increases will not change the demand of the peak 
entry and exit times within the facility throughout the year. The suggested rate changes are 
nominal and only impact those parkers who do not receive a validation from retail, restaurant, 
or theater entities on site. As a result, we anticipate and should assume that the current volume 
and entry trends will remain with little to no change if the recommended rate increases are 
implemented.

Figure 2: Sample Signage in the Garage

' NO PARKING i 

' 72 HOURS

--------- ------mmmma
. ..........■IS

i for Your
Protection
.. „j.

• •AA'**.m siMlMfliiaBia

mms
NO .

n
ifS

■S

Source: Walker Parking Consultants, 2017

HOURLY LENGTH OF STAY IMPAC

3d the length of stay based on data received for transienWalker anal’
2016 through March 2017, particularly focusing on the one, two and three ho 
data provided by the parking access revenue control system (PARCS) is limited i

tickets from January
durations. The

detail,

Analysisx:i & Highland P 'kina RcO:yw
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providing varying time increments of duration reports; we adjusted our analysis to reflect the 
varying time frames.

First, we summarized all data provided into months, separating weekend and 'weekday tickets. 
From this table, we condensed the time table to separate 0 - 5 hours in 30-minufe increments 
along with consolidating all 5 - 24 hour tickets and finally all 14 day tickets. A summary of ther"<

2016 results are below in Table 6.

Table 6; 2016 Transient Parkers by Length of Stay

0 .Min - 30 Min 202,746 63,183 139,563
30- 90 Min 282,538 181,154
90 Min - 3 Hr 396,034 157,608 238,426

3Hr + 728,372

Source: SP+-, Walker Forking Consultants, 20/7

Table 7; 2017 January - March Transient Parkers by Length of Stay

WeekendTotal
u Min ■ .iu Min 10.2% o /% 10.4%?.

30- 90 Min 19.9% 17.7%8.4%
90 Min ■3 Hr 30.74 93

3 Hr + 50.0%46.6% 39.8%

Source: SF n Walker Forking Consultants, 20 I /

In both 2016 and 2017, most parkers stayed more than 90 minutes. Table 8, below, shows the 
restriction over total parkers. Data we reviewed from the first three months 

of 201 7 shows consistency with the 2016 length of stay data.
percentage of tima

AoRyVvOOhi A HiOinlOG.C GGI'WOO Rede A'iKYVGS
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Table 8: 201 6 Annual & 2017 January - March Annual Ticket Percent Length of Stay

Summary2016 urn V - ,\ A '' j .
:: weeKac

0 Min - 30 Min 12.6% 11.8% 13.0%
GO-GO wr~ m.!A6%vG. AY 19 ',.w/o
90 Min - 3 Hr 24.6% 29.5% 22.2%

'"

2017 (January -
Total Weekend Weekday
10.2% 10.4%0 Min - 30 Min 9.7%
18.4% 19.9% 7.7%
24.8% 21.9%90 Min - 3 Hr 7°7.

3 Hr +

Source: SP+, Walker Perking Consultants, 2017

On the weekends, in bath 2016 and 201 7 YTD, there is a slight uptick in duratior 
90-minute to 3-hour category.

of stay in then

the Ticket Stratification Report which identifies the number of tickets, in ! 5- 
minute increments, processed per fee table over a period of time. Through review of ail fee 

Walker identified the three fee tables that represented the current posted rate and

Walker also a p.

validation structures. From there, Walker identified the estimated length of stay for each group, 
while associatin* e of ail transactions, labie 8, below, shows the 

ofal tickets (Including the other minimally

/~i

number of ticket ocessed by each fee fabl< H *c nr 
^ r~/l n

used fee tables) with an accompanying percentage of the length of stay to all users.

HclSyvvOod & ieghlyryj Peeking Rote AnolyC
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Table 8: Fee Table with Number of Parkers by Length of Stay

2016
Total (Includes 
all fee tables)

% of All 
Transactions

Length of Retail/
RestaurantPosted Rates TheaterStay

4.0%40,304 941 20,6430:45 18,703

5.1%,161i :GG 44.453 24,146 i.147
6.0%1,234 ,8151:15 44.096 28,620

6.7%i :3G 41.853 1.692 ,15731.859

2,007 ,397 7.1%1:45 38,894 33,330

7.3%2:00 36,011 3.226 ,47933.244

6.3%.32,214 26,054 5,315 32,4032:15

8.6 M 32,261 6.3%2:30 30.681 22,599

32,068 6.2%2:45 28,182 11,32819,756

26,718 31,492 6.1%3:00 i 7.11-1 13.426

29,050 5.7%3:15 24,539 13,64814,517

4.9%22,308 : 2.1 74 25,3623:30 12,447

4.3%20,051 21,8613:45 10.552 10,682

4:00 18.547 9.894 19,4809.008

2.9%15,1044:15 17,242 7,390 7,202

2017(Janu-
Length of Retail/

RestaurantPosted Ratesstay
4,818 4.4%4,3270:45 9,029 143

5.969 5.4%1.00 9,627 5.56S 150

6.2%9,486 171 6,7951:15 6,364

7,502 6.8%,1 '30 9.077 7.028 704

7.2%8.408 286 7,9521:45 7,407

7.1 077.696 475 7,8092:00 7.081 /o

6.3%893 6,9052:15 6,921 5,792

6.2%6.399 6,8182:30 5.131 1 466

6.3%2:45 5,986 4,542 2,137 6,91 1

6.2%5.4/8 6.7903:00 3.926 2.658

5.6%4.996 2,751 6,1363:15 3,202

3:30 4.290 2,758 2.598 5,497

4.3%3.931 2,318 4,7383:45 2,286

4:00 3,589 2,178 4.2281.936

3.0%1,627 3,3024:15 3,416 1,590

'Beyond 4 hours and 15 minutes, the number of rickets per iate band represented less than 2% of the total tickets 
collected. These small numbers are therefore not shown.

Source: 5P+, Wa/fcer Parking Consuiianis. 2017

The table above shows that approximately 83% of ail transient parkers in 2016 and 84% of ail 
transient parkers in the first quartet of 2017 utilized the garage for 45-minutes to 4-hours and 15- 
minutes.

The proposed parking rates will only impact those users -who pay the posted rate, as the 
validation rate is not proposed to increase. Due to the relatively small dollar amount increase i r i

Hollywood ?■ Highland PaVinq Polo Analysis
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ate and the low price of parking relativ to the market we believe it is unlikely that users will 
seek other parking options or change their length of stay behavior. The fact that many visitors 
are tourists who come to the site, regardless of a (reasonable) fee for parking, also suggests little 
change in behavior resulting from the rate increase.

offer one flat maximum rate, we think if is unlikely that 
users will seek other parking options or change their length of stay behavior. This rate increase, 
with no
revenue. However, we expect the higher rate to encourage some parkers to be more diligent 

ting their parking validated. Overall, we project that the rate increase could resul 
transient parking revenue increase for the center of approximately five percent (5%).

Because many parking facilities often

nt for loss of parkers, suggests the garage will generate some additional

in q t in a

DYNAMIC DEMAND-BASED PRICING

The H&H Facility serves a diverse group of parkers in the surrounding community, providing 
parking for H & H's and nearby businesses, resident and employee monthly parking, hourly and 
daily parking for tourists, and nightlife and event parking for area venues. Due to the varying 
event schedules and demand for parking in the facility changing regularly, we suggest that only 
a simple and relatively modest form of demand-based parking pricing to manage and control 
inventory, as well as to generate revenue, would be reasonable at this time.

Although there are varying degrees of 
simplified to sophisticated, Walker recommends a simpler form of demand-based pricing that

the extent that LADOT wishes to explore
oiicy, we recommend that demand based pricing be implemented in two possible phases, 

quarterly occupancy/rate analysis and event parking specials.

and Implementation of demand-based pricing,

n

one, implementing a quarterly occupancy and rate analysis, should be completed 
determine areas of the current market that can withstand rate increases as well as managing 
the occupancy of the facility. If a pattern in the garage develops, such as filling regularly, it is 

the Operator identifies ways to manage the inventory and relieve the issue. This 
management can be done via rate increases within the observed pattern, for example morning 
or evening specials for lot-full scenarios in the morning or evenings.

to

A

The second step of demand based pricing implementation is to market an event rate for the 
frequent affairs in the area. Not ail events dictate the implementation of a special rate but those 
that do fill the garage annually should be re-evaluated fo Identify a ; 
additional revenue. With vast amounts of available historical data, we suggest a review of th 
highest volume events and executing the demand based pricing during those times.

iat rate fo generate
o

To implement this step, we recommend exploring the option of updating the existing PARCS 
equipment. Installing a PARCS system that can accommodate event programming, while 
honoring existing validation agreements, is key in the success of this step. Significant

a x hi :rk "O W;
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advancements have occurred with parking technology, allowing for customization of 
technology to each sites' needs and operating plans.

implementing demand-based pricing during events, as seen with many competing surface lots, 
wilt likely move porkers into facilities quickly; because the range of rates will be relatively similar, 
the p
It Is assumed that the event rates will remain 'within the same range, as seen at many 
and arenas across the country, it is important to note that the management of the event rate 
pricing is crucial in redirecting traffic congestion.

ickfy choose a location to park in, ultimately reducing traffic congestion.sr will more
lums

As mentioned previously, Walker does not anticipate that a loss of volume will occur at the site
same volume with increased parking rates would generate 

more revenue for the facility. Reviewing the market rates quarterly along with the occupancy 
data will assist in the management and production of additional revenue while minimizing the 
loss of porkers. Rates will only be adjusted upward for already-identified, high-parking-demand 
events.

due to rate increases. As a result the

Dynamic based pricing is more beneficial to the owner of the facility as well as the patrons of 
H&H garage. The owner benefits from additional revenue generation and inventory 
management, while the patrons of the garage benefit from a facility that manages the 

capitalizing on high volume times and reduced rate parking during off-peak hours, 
in addition, all parties will benefit from increased revenue generation as it will assist in extra 
funding to manage and repair the facility; for example, updating the PARCS equipment to a
more patron and operator-friendly platform.

The primary challenge of successfully implementing a demand-based parking pricing program 
is placed on the operator. The operator must be attentive to the patterns of the facility as well 
as actively managing the PARCS system to ensure it is appropriately processing transactions, in 
addition, the operator must closely observe the market trends to flexibly manage the facility as 
behavior dictates. Although this process can be manual with the current PARCS equipment, 
new equipment -will allow for a lower possibility of error and reduced manual processes when 
implementing demand-based pricing.

PARKING RATE SCENARIOS

Walker evaluated three parking pricing scenarios in order to determine the possible impact of 
ach with regard to the City's policy objectives. These objectives, discussed earlier in the 

document, include increasing weekday parking utilization in the Parking Structure, ensuring 
parking availability for events, maintaining the viability 
development, reducing traffic and encouraging the use of alternative modes of transportation, 
and maintaining a constant revenue stream to cover the costs of providing parkin

<=>

businesses that operate in the H&HU

. /—i
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Walker evaluated the following three parking rate scenarios and 
demand, utilization and revenues at the

heir impacts on parking
uj&H Parkina Structure:

• High scenario: Increase the transient and validated rates to peak prices observed in the 
market: $20,00-$30.00 for 24 hours;

• Mid-level scenario: Nominal increases to the transient and validated rates

• Low scenario: Lower or eliminate weekday pricing

HIGH - RATE INCREASE

Increasing the transient and validated rates to the peak rates of the market, $20.00 to $30.00 for 
24-hours, is likely to decrease demand, utilization, and concomitantly revenue, due to the 
availability of lower-priced, and in some cases more convenient parking options observed in 
the surrounding area. Substantial increases are also likely to encourage drivers to use other 
parking facilities in the area, which would now have a price advantage. Substantial increases 
are also likely to encourage the use of non-drive modes to reach the area, including public 
transportation, biking, walking, or INCH.

Given that the rate increases proposed only impact transient rates and not - 
increasing the daily transient and validated rates to peak of the market is likely to only marginally 
impact length of stay. Increased 24-hour 
impact that nominal group of parkers as they may choose to park for less time or not park at all.

re unlikely to change. If the Intention Is to decrease daily demand to 
accommodate monthly parkers and event attendee utilization, increasing rates would be a 

solution.

rates above those of the hot parking rate may

he remaining groups a

Implementing LA Express Park policies to dynamically manage all rates would likely be overly 
complicated due to the varied and overlapping user groups of the facility. Instead, 
implementing a limited demand-based pricing to peak-of-the-market rates for large events 
may be successful due to the increased demand and limited inventory during high-volume 
event attendance. Currently, the City of Santa Monica currently applies special, high-evenf- 
demand parking pricing in their public parking facilities for events such as (the terminus point 
for) the Los Angeles Marathon or the Glow exhibition.

MID - RA.lE INCREASE

The rates charg d for parking at H&H is currently below the average market price in the 
surrounding area. Nominal increases to the transient and validated rates are unlikely to impact 
utilization or demand, while increasing revenues. H&H is primarily utilized by parkers who are 
attending an event, visiting a store, or touring the popular visitor sites in the area - a nominal 
increase to align H&H with the mid-market rates will likely not deter parkers due to price, yet will 
contribute to additional revenue Generation.

a

ysis
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Executing a balance between daily transient, event parking, and monlhly packers is a 
challenging task in which an equilibrium between the three user groups must be met. The 
increase in rates and projected stable demand we project will continue to align with the current 
utilization patterns.

Nominal increases to the transient and validated rates are unlikely to impact length of stay at 
the facility. Again, the increases only impact the non-vaiidated groups. Nominal increases to
the transient rates are unlikely to impact length of stay at the . Again, the increases only
impact the non-vaiidated groups whom are unlikely •fi O park for more or less time due fo
negh le increases.

menfing demand-based pricing amongst ail rate bands is unlikely to yield more utilization 
due to the minimal impacts of the rate changes and extensive inventory in the facility. As an

n!e

alternative, implementing demand-based pricing via LA Express Park for event parkers is likely
to continue to yield high volumes with increased revenues, based upon event attendance. 
Currently, the City of Santa Monica currently applies special, high-event-demand parking 
pricing in their public parking facilities for events such as (the terminus point for) the Los Angeles 
Marathon or the Glow exhibition.

LGW-RATE DECREASE

Lowering or eliminating weekday parking prices at H&H, Including the possibility of dropping 
prices to zero, is highly likely to result in some additional demand for the Parking .Structure

• "puHed" from non-driving modes:

• commuters who are parking in other locations in H

• or public transit commuters who park along a Metro line will park ir

to oe

'wood;,/tt

the h&H facility.

If successful in significantly increasing weekday parking utilization, the increased demand will 
negatively impact the facility’s ability to accommodate the high demand for event parking
that occurs intermittently, but unpredictably. in addition, as discussed elsewhere in this 
document, overlaps are projected to occur between the weekday, long-term parkers 
(anticipated to be employees and commuters) and the arrival ti 
impacting the Parking Structure’s ability to support Hollywood as an event destination.

of event goers, negativelyrpioc

Implementing demand-based pricing via below market rates is unlikely to yi 
favorable utilization or revenue generating result. The typical industry application of demand- 
based pricing is to manage demand and utilization via rate; eliminating or implementing low 
market rates will yield higher demand and may become difficult to manage by staying below 
market as the intention of the system is to Increase rates fo capitalize on demand. Ultimately,

si a meaningful,
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running the system with low parking rates will defeat the purpose of low and/or zero parking
rates.

POTENTIAL PERMIT PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS

In light of the findings contained in this report, and the interest of the City in considering 
alternative policy choices, the following programs may be considered.

EARLY BIRD PARKING PERMIT PROGRAM

A limited “e
may increase weekday parking utilization of the Parking Structure; from where additional 
parking demand on weekdays 'would appear remains fo be determined. However, we only 
recommend such a policy be implemented in tandem with highly visible parking space 
availability signage and messaging to reach drivers outside of the Parking Structure fo promote 
a customer-friendly experience for patrons. Such signage does not currently exist at the Parking 
Structure. The signage would be used fo facilitate communications and restrictions on the timing 
of discounted rates.

y bird in-by-X:00 AM. out by X:00 PM," discounfed parking rate permit program

Without proper signage, there would aiso be conflicts with 
should be improved to accommodate a dynamic pricing 
system in place, coordination of such a policy would be challenging and the frequent need for

rly would be unpopular. An Early Bird program may also increase traffic 
to more vehicles accessing the parking garage and may deter

vent parking. The PARCS system&
atructure system. Even with a robust

;+tw exit ea
yesfion in the area due... u
">fe from using alternative modes of transppeop rtn

An Automated Parking Guidance System (APGS) with dynamic signage is 
that could be used to attract and/or direct parkers. Count modules, (loops, magnetic sensors, 
or ultrasonic sensors) can monitor the number of vehicles that enter and exit the facility to 
maintain an overall count of vehicles in the facility. The count modules track the number of 
vehicles traveling in and out of the facility and communicate the facility status to a zone 
controller, communication points, a gateway and a server.

Type at signagen

For example, if a facility has 1,000 stalls, when the facility is empty the counter is set at 1,000. 
Each time a car enters the facility, the availability count is reduced by one and each time a car 
exits the facility the count is increased by one, thereby keeping a count of the number of 
available stalls. This information can be displayed, in real time, on a website or mobile parking 
app. The use of technolo< 
or higher level of service, 
available spaces, time or other locations, and/or color-coded messages such as “Full" in red, or 
“Open" in green.

can minimize the cost of operation while providing a comparable 
Dynamic signage (typically LED) can also display the number of

y/v'ood & Hi-H
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INCREASING THE NUMBER MONTHLY PARKING PERMITS

From our analysis, H&H is at or above the number of monthly porkers th 
accommodate without affecting weekday and weekend capacity, 
may be able to accommodate more monthly porkers, but event parking demand would 
exceed that capacity. If the number of monthly porkers are increased, it should only be on non
event days and should be tested incrementally by increasing the number of monthly parking

xarnple, increments of 50 - 100 permits every 6 months. If the number 
of monthly porkers increased, there should be a modest increase in permit price given robust 
demand.

facility cano

permits upward by, for

IMPACT ON TRAVEL BEHAVIOR

In the attached memorandum, Iteris examines and compares in detail, the relative mode shares 
of the different transportation options serving the Hollywood and Highland area vis-a-vis the H 
& H Parking Structure. Based on the relatively low impact that the recommended parking rates 
are projected to have on parking and driving behavior, we project little impact on the publico 
choice of transportation options as well. Further, the same factors that limit the impact of the 
recommended rate changes will likely limit the impact of larger changes in the price of parking, 
were they to occur, '

increases or decreases in parking pricing have an impact on modal behavior, which in turn 
parking demand. Studies conducted in urban areas across the United States have 

shown that, on average, for every ten percent increase in parking prices, a reduction of 
approximately three percent in parking demand occurred. This decrease in vehicular parking 
demand could result in a proportionate Increase in the use of other modes of transportation, 
likely transit, given the variety of transit options at the site, but also the use of Uber/Lyff, bicycles, 
and walking.

■s.~
, ib

/

POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF TRANSPORTATION NETWORKED COMPANIES (TNCS)

ing and transportation planners continue to project parking demand in a static 
manner, the way people are traveling in Los Angeles only recently has begun changing 
dramatically. Although rideshare companies Uber and Lyft view demand and usage data as 
highly proprietary, we know that the growth in use of the services has been more than 1000% in

While

just the past four years.

For some land uses more than others, the demand for parking spaces has been reduced as a 
result.3 Greater changes are likely in store as seif-driving vehicles (SDVsj become part of the

2 Policy Brief on the Impacts of Parking Pricing and Parking Management on Passenger Vehicle Use and 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, California Environmental Protection Agency Air Resources Board, 9/30/14

'FXPV/A'yW; 'Ooer/rev/s/tn-aric-bob-l"iODe-ai;uo'r-uber-lvf:-20 i 5 ; 106u?O'y.h-mi
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transportation system, in some cases in tandem with ridesharing companies, which are some of 
the largest investors and aggressive imptementers of the technology.4 They are already on the 
road in cities from Mountain View, CA to Pittsburgh, PA.

PAGE 24

Figure 3: Self-Driving Vehicle, Mountain View, California, October 2016

I
/*
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Photo Credit: V/aiker Parking Consultants, 20/6

Based on our'work in parking structure design and planning, 'Walker pays close attention to these 
trends. While overall we have seen little consensus among the experts in research and business 
about the extent to 'which parking demand wilt be reduced by these trends, the overall 
consensus appears to be a reduction in parking demand in the future. Some municipalities are- 
keeping such policy decisions in mind. The City of Summit, New Jersey recent has foregone 
construction of a public parking structure in lieu of providing a stipend for Liber rides.5 Developers 
of residential properties have made similar strategic plans.6 The City of Mountain View, among 
others, has incorporated TNC's in their transportation program and budget. Other California 
cities are exploring doing so as well.7

Walker recently conducted drop-off surveys at an area hotel and found that roughly 40% of 
guest arrivals were by TNCs. Many tourists are no longer renting cars. As fewer travelers choose 
not to rent cars, parking utilization for some land uses is going down.

■r ol?o dnveiiess.cAWurgh.php
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Walker has done research on how TNCs are affecting mode share preference at major 
commercial districts and how that is impacting the travel industry. For example, we have 
collected data at other commercial and entertainment districts in the Los Angeles and counted 
34 INC drop offs during the peak hour, suggesting that arrival by INC rather than driving and 
parking is making up a new, but significant source of the travel mode share by INC in the Los 
Angeles area. A hotel provider, with -whom we have worked, has seen a reduction in parking 
demand at its hotels located in walkable locations in Seattle and Portland. On a national scale, 
we have seen that TNCs have reduced demand for rental cars.8 The reduction in rental car 
usage demonstrates that tourists who previously may have rented cars may now be relying on 
TNCs and no longer occupying as many parking spaces.

Uber and Lyff, the two most ubiquitous TNCs in the U.S, do not provide sufficient usage data to
the public to project the impact of their usage on parking demand at precise locations such as 
Hollywood and Highland. Nonetheless, based on our experience and research In the local and 
national parking markets as described in this section, we conclude that the availability and use 
of TNCs are likely to negatively impact parking demand over the medium term to varying 
degrees throughout Los Angeles, including the H & H garage.

CONCLUSION

Based on our analysis of parking data, parking pricing and demand patterns in the Hollywood 
parking market, transportation behavior in the area and observations of the H 
structure and operation, we conclude the following:

)od and Highland Parking Structure represents by far the largest single supplyThe Hollys
of public parking spaces serving that immediate area of the City

• Although it is an attractive and well-run parking facility, its sheer size
egress for both vehicles and pedestrians significantly more time-consuming than those 
factors dictate for users of other facilities in the area. Even with the recommended 
parking rate increases for transient and monthly parking, the price for parking at the 
facility will still, of necessity, be below the market rate of other facilities in the area:

makes ir\r

• The recommended rate increases in the price of some elements of the rate structure are
likely to have little to no material impact on parking ingress and length of stay at the 
parking structure. As a result, we determine that the rate changes are similarly unlikely to

sstion in the area. Parking revenue is projected
rateto increase by no more than 5% as a result of the recommended effective

:1hf?p://wwv/.lrov6lweeklv.com/Travel-Nevv,s/Car-Rentol-News/Analvsts-Ride-hoilinq-putting-dent-cor-rentoi 
rcvonue-lJ ber
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Increase in the price of parking. Expected increases in the use of short-term validn ttons
will likely temper revenue increases and decreases in r king demand;

Similarly, barring dramatic parking rate increases 
negatively Impact Highland and Hollywood businesses or parking revenue, changes In 
the non-validated parking rate are unlikeiy to provide the benefits of parking demand- 
based pricing seen from other demand-based parking pricing programs, particularly

or decreases - that would likely

those that are implemented for on-street spaces.

For off-street parking pricing, especially for a public parking facility as large and 
prominent in the parking market as Hollywood and Highland, it is important that the 
parking pricing structure remains easy to understand and consistent. Actively or 
frequently adjusting parking prices to pinpoint and address fluctuations in parking

stive.

icy and targeted rates to the extent pursued by LA Express Park would
two

recommendations regarding demand-based parking pricing policy. First the City and 
operator should consider increases in event-rate parking prices based on those events 
that traditionally fill, or are expected to fill, the parking structure. Second, given, parking 
occupancy levels for transient and monthly parking should be quantified and reviewed 
on a regular, we recommend quarterly, basis to determine the usefulness of changing 
parking prices for those parking user groups.

The significant availability and use of driving-alternative modes of trans 
area (including Uber/Lyft, the robust rail and bus network, and bicycle and pedestrian 
options) are to a great extent already reflected In current parking demand and revenue 
data. The full or partial implementation of seif-driving or automated vehicles (AV!s) within 
the private vehicle fleet will likely have an impact on how parking facilities are used in 
the future. There is little consensus within the automobile and transportation planning 
industry <
to no material impact within the five-year outlook of the parking price recommendations.

To the extent that changes in parking demand at the Hollywood and Highland facility 
may occur in the future, as a result of changes in the use of AV:s, the recommended 
regular monitoring of parking demand should help detect impending changes as they 
occur. Given the current, significant availability of parking spaces for much of the time 
excluding events, basing policy on projected implementation of AV's within the fleet, or 
similar disruptive changes anticipated for transportation systems, for an existing public 
parking facility we believe is premature.

Lowering or eliminating the price of weekday parking in the Parking Structure is unli 
to create a high rate of utilization for parking spaces during the day on weekdays, and 
will negatively effective the Parking Structure's ability to accommodate the high 
demand for event parking that occur. Significantly increasing parking rates will likely 
decrease demand, utilization, and revenues as 
facilities or modes of transportation.

would overall not bearea we suggesv ?■

d parking facility. Howeverl/*i n

s to when this will occur. These projections vary significantly, but w/‘■'i 0 © f \fr

's will using alternative parkingViSi
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• An "Early Bird" program could be developed to incenfivize more drivers to use utilize 
underutilized spaces in the Forking Structure during weekdays. However, in order to 
remain flexible enough to accommodate Important events in Hollywood, parking 
availability, regulations, and restrictions for each day 'would need to be clearly 
communicated to parking patrons in advance of arriving at the Facility. Without a new 
automated parking guidance system (APGS) to do this, the discussed Early Bird program 
would not be effective or convenient for drivers or the Parking Structure operation.

i-kUy.vooo & iVghlond WfW-q Role A-WyO
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Steffen Turoff 
Walker Parking Consultants 
606 S. Olive St., Suite 1100 
Los Angeles, CA 90014

To: From: Iteris, Inc.

Date: May 5, 2017

Hollywood and Highland Parking Rate Recommendation Impact AnalysisRE:

The parking garage at Hollywood & Highland (H&H) is located sn the center of a major tourist and 
entertainment destination. The following information pertains to the existing parking garage1:

- Existing self-parking is available for $2.00 for the first two hours with validation, an additional 
$1.00 thereafter;

- partial parking validation is available at many locations within H&H;
■■■ posted rates (without validation) are $1.00 per 15-minute interval (effectively $4.00/hour), with 

a $15 maximum daily rate;
- valet parking is available for an additional $8.00; and
- adjacent to the garage, there are an additional 2,000 paid parking spaces within a 10-minute walk.

This document summarizes Iteris' response to specific questions as outlined in the statement of work 
(SOW). For the purposes of this analysis, only the posted rates are considered for adjustment. The 
questions are presented below, followed by a discussion.

A. Evaluate how the proposed rates affect travel behavior, traffic congestion, and impact parking. The 

evaluation shall include the impact of the following on parking:

• Uber/Lyft;

• Riding the train;

• Carpooi and ride-sharing;

• Use of autonomous vehicles, and

• Future mobility projects or other mobility developments.

Estimating Current Access Modes and Potential Changes in Travel Behavior

Iteris reviewed Metro transit ridership data for 2016. At the Hollywood and Highland Red Line station, 
average weekday boardings and alightings (train on/off} are more than 15,000 people per day, and 
average weekend (Saturday and Sunday) boardings and alightings are nearly 12,000 people per day. The 
split between people boarding versus alighting the trains is nearly 50/50. Reviewing TAP card utilization 
data for November 2015 and August 2016, it can be determined that approximately 36% of the dally

Source: i^lpy/hpjivwppdandhlRhiang.cprn/yisitpr-inip/porking/

Iteris, Inc. j 1
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boardings represented the first use of the TAP card, so we can assume that approximately 2/700 people 
per day7 access the Hollywood and Highland station via personal automobile, taxi, walking, bicycling, or 
another non-transit mode.

The rate of boardings at Hollywood and Highland representing the first use of the TAP card are consistent
with the rates seen at. other Metro stations with heavily utilized park-and-ride lots. For example, at North

a rate structure in-piace. It is generally assumed that the free parking at North Hollywood and Universal
City attract commuters seeking to reduce parking costs by taking Metro transit services. However, the

generally consistent with those at other Red Line stations.
nd use Metro rail, these people would

ng rate increases. Furthermore, since the rate for first TAP card useoe rmmrriaily a es

amount of people arriving via train or transit would remain relatively constant, regardless of changes to
parking rates fas the potential for mode shift is already accounted for in existing utilization rates).

A national household travel survey completed in 2009 summarized the following mode share for Los

Auto - 70%
Transit = 5%
Bicycle = 2%
Walk = 23%

Refining the survey data further, the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 2016 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) travel demand model estimates that over half of the vehicle trips in 
Los Angeles County are shared-ride trips. A high percentage of shared-ride vehicle trips shows a 
propensity for trip makers choosing to take alternative modes of travel than driving alone. A high 
percentages of shared ride vehicles decrease the demand on the parking system. This data corroborates

With an estimated daily visitor level of 65,000 people per day3, we can assume that 36% of these daily 
visitors arrive via personal automobile, taxi, walking, bicyclin; 
approximately 23,000 people. Reducing that number by the average daily transit ridership, and we can 
estimate approximately 20,000 visitors per day who may attempt to access parking at the Hollywood and

a higher-than-average vehicle occupancy of 2.2 people per vehicle, this would 
represent approximately 9,000 vehicles per day attempting to access Hollywood and Highland, or three 
times the current capacity of the parking garage4.

non-transitor a a, or

Highland garage. Assumln

Calculated as 36% of half the average weekday boardings/alightings of 15,000, calculated as: 0.36*0.5*15,000
rrydownloads/H r5 Source 'hollywoodan xif

bid.

Iteris, Inc. I 2
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impacts of On-Demand Transportation fe.g,, Uber/Lyft

For on-demand transportation services - Uber, Lyft, other ridesharing services, or other transportation 
network companies (TNCs) - there is little research available, as these companies have only been in 
existence for the past five to seven years, and seen the greatest increase in demand for their services
within the last three to four years in major US cities. A recent study5 in New York City has shown a
dramatic increase in the use of ridesharing vehicles, which has increased the number of vehicle trips and

vehicles resulted in an approximate a seven percent Increase in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in the system. 
The anecdotal takeaway from this research indicates that people are using ridesharing services due to 
their ease of access and price, and people are choosing to utilize these modes over traditional bus and rail
transit. This could reduce the demand for parking6 at H&H, although it is not clear as to the magnitude,
given the existing modes of access for visitors to H&H.

i and are a great benmcsi

Industry experts have noted that Uber's costs and expenses outweigh its revenues, thus the current
pricing model is heavily subsidized. Some estimate the level of subsidy at 60%, meaning that these
services only return $0,40 for every dollar invested, which is equivalent to municipal public transportation
services. It is not dear how long the current pricing model will be in effect, or whether it is sustainable.
This is important to consider when discussing ride-sharing's effects on traffic congestion over the next the

le that five years from now, these ride-sharing services may not available at a price 
ith other modes, or even in business at all.is competitive

Impacts of Autonomous Veht de s_ (AVs\

The rapid advancement of connected and autonomous vehicles (CAV) technologies is causing many public 
agencies, and publicly-facing commercial retail establishments, to consider the potential changes to how 
and when customers access destinations. In some regards, the future is still very much unknown, as public 

ling to develop policies that keep up with the pace of technological development. Inagencies are strug;

estimates vary, i here appears to be some consensus that sometime between 2020 and 2030, possibly by
2025, Americans may see a significant market penetration (e.g., 15%) of CAVs within the general vehicle 
fleet. Given the recent experiences in the testing of autonomous for-hire vehicles, it is very likely that 
there will be further legislative and regulatory guidance on where Level 5 autonomous vehicles
vehicles that operate without a steering wheel, gas pedal, or other human control mechanisms] may
operate versus Levels 1 through 4 [those vehicles designed where the human driver controls some or ail

Schaffer, Unsustainable? The Growth of App-Based Ride Services and Traffic, Travel and the Future of New York 
City; February 27, 2017; viewed at: iiUp:/7sd'iaiierconsuit.corn/ndeserv!ces/umus; a mnhie.prif 

Source: hUp://www.chicaned 20161 ICiS/jSSUEOl/.ll 1069.99Ijwilhy.berand• dri verjes s: c: a r c
S u r n -1 h e • p a r ki ng - b i z -1 n 1 o •• r o a d kill
7 Morrissey, Agency Implications of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles: April 14, 2017; ITE Western District 
Annual Conference 2017
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specified geographic areas and/or dedicated facilities, where the vehicles may trav 
limited interaction with non-CAVs.

&

In regards to H&H, this means that it is unlikely that AVs will play a significant role in changing how people 
access the site in the near future. The most likely scenario, which would play out over the course of five 
or more years, would be the closure of a public roadway corridor or a designated area to public 
automobiles. The roadway would then be dedicated only for the use of pedestrians, bikes, non-vehicutar 
modes, and slow speed AV shuttles. This could play out similarly to the shuttles that currently transport 
patrons from H&H to the Hollywood Bowl for concerts. In the case of H&H, this scenario would require 
the closure of major roadways-Highland Avenue or Hollywood Boulevard - for a number of blocks, which 
would be a major challenge in terms of gaining public and political support. Therefore, it is unlikely that 
any pricing modifications in the near future would result in more patrons accessing the H&H site via AVs.

Other Mobility Developments

he most significant potential change that would impact access to Hollywood and Highland would be the 
full and permanent closure of Hollywood Boulevard8. Candid conversations with Los Angeles Department 
of Transportation (LADOTj staff indicate that the closure is desired, although not generally supported by 
the public, and more importantly, not supported by the local Council office. If the closure was to be 
implemented, the general understanding Is that Hollywood Boulevard would be closed between Highland 
Avenue and Orange Drive. This would result in a shift of passenger loading and drop off activities to Orange 
Drive, or portions of Hollywood Boulevard west of Orange Drive. Orange Drive is a relatively low capacity 
roadway, and congestion and traffic operations would be exacerbated by modest increases in

T

loading/drop off activities.

Summary

The table below summarizes the qualitative evaluation of a number of criteria, 
changing ecosystem around transportation and mobility technologies, much of the information provided 
herein is based on the most, recent available research.

Due to the rapidly

Travel Mode
" ■Direction of Change 

Parking Demand
" :

h:Magnitude
Uber/Lyft Services Negative Low to Medium

Train Neutra
Carpool Low

Autonomous Vehicles Low to Medium

I NeutralFuture Mobility Projects and Developments

B. Evaluate if dynamic demand-based parking pricing, as used with LA Express Park, can or should be 

utilized to influence parking behavior, duration and travel behavior. The evaluation shall consider how

Source: hti!.>'.>://la..:urbed.eom/2Gi5/2/l.b/999132b/mh,.H-if-holly wood•bouicvard-were-always-dosoG-to-asrs
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Due to the nature of the destination.- primarily entertainment and tourism - it is not likely that demand-
based pricing would significantly change congestion levels. Of the approximately 175,000 vehicles per
day that drive through the intersection of Hollywood/Highland9, the vast majority destined for Hollywood

a'B

hours, with an average vehicle delay of approximately 45 seconds per vehicle. This LOS result indicates 
that the intersection is operating near its total capacity, which is generally acceptable for a desirable urban 
ravel destination. While traffic count data does not fluctuate much within a few years, these 2014 counts 

were collected before the pedestrian scramble project was completed at the intersection. Thus, it can be

have little ef p. :t on traffic congestic t this intis <3

If recommended, determine the resources necessary to implement dynamic demand based parking 
pricing at H&H Parking Garage. These include general recommendations regarding policies, 
operations, and technology for the Garage. Neither a specific parking operations and management 
plan nor parking technology definition or specifications are envisioned for this effort.

C.

I ; on signs sf a consr am the assoaa
irr :ture a\ to

To improve access, it is recommended that any new real-time parking information signs provide a 
real-time traffic information on Highland Avenue near US-101 and the Hollywood Bowl, which car

i

serve
C5.

■ei, tc
7ng social, economic, environmental, and any other 

factors. Determine the challenges of dynamic demand based parking pricing for off-street parking 
facilities inclusive of the H&H Parking Garage?

d patrons of H&H Parking Garage -;vi u id tG

The single greatest challenge of demand based parking pricing is conveying the pricing information to 
customers. With the existing multi-tier pricing at H&H (e.g., posted rates, validated rates, valet parking}, 
conveying the true cost of parking to patrons is already challenging. At the same time, the current pricing 
of parking at H&H does not appear to have a substantial impact on the modes of access for visitors to the

or drop-off), walking, biking, Uber/Lyft, or other non-transit mode is consistent with the shares found at 
both the Universal City and North Hollywood Metro stations along the Red Line. However, parking is

Source: nttp://hoijywoodandh;ghiand.com/iJowmoads/HH -Leasing-Brochure-fvled.odf

Iteris nc.! o
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10 at the other two locations, which shows that the price of parking is not a major factor driving theC ree~

mode of access for visitors to the H&H station and location,

information to customers is a challenge, it is a challenge related
When completing an analysis of the elasticity of transit rider parking

ing price for Metro's Supportive Transit Parking Program (STPP) Mater Plan project, the
hown on the figure below was determined. The analysis indicates that the main point ofrelation? £

price
that the current posted rate at H&H is a $15 

per day maximum, it can be assumed that the demand for parking at H&H is also driven by the tourism 
and entertainment uses at the location. Therefore, the specific elasticity for parking pricing at H&H is

alone :ause
of parking was too high, is around $15 per day. Recognizim

likely below the line labeled "average" and closer to the line labeled "minimum. Within this range, it can

the location via modes other than driving alone, would be somewhere in the range of $25 to $30 per day 
which would represent a sizeable increase in rates over the current posted rates.

}

Conclusion

jO At the time of the TAP card data utilized in this analysis; Metro has recently initiated a paid parking pilot 
program at the North Hollywood and Universal City station parking iots.

iteris, Inc. i 6
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that demand is related to aspects including the specific uses at H&H, the relatively high available supply
in the vicinity of H&H, and the relatively low existing price of parkin

mount of visitors to H&H use modes other than personal vehicles to traveld
the location; 3} potential changes in parking demand would not be substantially impacted byu

modest changes in parking prices; and 4) the roadway system in the vicinity of H&H is currently operating
at or near capacity, and any minor changes in vehicle traffic volumes resulting from any potential mode
shifts would be minimal due to a lack of additional capacity expansion.

ten's, Inc. I 7
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The team of Walker Parking Consultants (Walker) and liens was engaged by SP+ (Operator) to 
understand the impacts on parking demand of parking rate (price) changes at the City of Los 
Angeles’ (City) Hollywood and Highland Parking Structure (H&H) located In the heart of 
Hollywood in Los Angeles. As part of understanding the likely Impacts of rate (pricing) changes 
on parking demand, $P+ and the City are seeking to understand the broader transportation 
policy Implications as they relate to the City's demand based pricing program, LA Express Park.

Key to determining appropriate parking pricing scenarios for the Parking Structure is an 
identification of the City's 
determined that key among these are the foi

objectives, wirK fHcsir > kv; r". ] i /—•fAV / I . ( I i i i ' ' I! tUi v d Vvl ;ll! ||.W i I Pa 5 : Wepolicy

Increasing the utilization of the garage from relatively low weekday levels to provide 
more parking for the public;

Ensuring parking availability for events that take place in and around the Hollywood and 
Highland destination;

Ensuring the viability of the businesses in the Hollywood and Highland development;

Reducing traffic in the vicinity of the Parking Structure, as well as vehicle emissions, and 
encouraging the use of 
transit, bicycle, and pedestrian modes) to access the area; and

Balancing a mix of policy objectives while maintaining a consistent revenue stream for 
the parking structure to ensure funding of ongoing costs.

Iternafive modes of transportation (including but not limited to

Hollywood and Highland Rare AnoY/p
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A key finding of our analysis is that several factors significantly constrain the ability of City policy 
to address the issue of low utilization of spaces in the Parking Structure, particularly during 
weekdays. In order to test possible policy options, Walker considered a low-, high-, and mid
range of pricing scenarios to address the identified objectives and the concerns 
City Council Members at the January 11,201 7 Transportation Committee meeting. Based on our 
analysis, we identified the following findings and constraints with regard to possible policies:

vd by

• Lowering or eliminating weekday parking prices irr the Parking Structure, including the 
possibility of dropping prices to zero (free parking), if successful in significantly raising

parking utilization will negatively affect the Parking Structured ability to 
accommodate the high demand for event parking that occurs irregularly but frequently. 
In this scenario, overlaps In parking demand generated by long-term parkers are 
projected to occur between the long-term parkers (anticipated to be e 
commuters} and the arrival times of event goers, negatively impacting the Parking 
Structure’s ability to support f

• Accommc 
achieved,
inconveniencing daily, long-term parkers, which over time would likely reduce their use 
of the Parking Structure, causing utilization numbers to slip back downward.

• A drop in weekday parking prices could be successful in materially increasing utilization 
of the Parking Structure during weekdays. However, a significant number of these new 
parkers are likely to come from other parking locations1 or non 
Vehicles (SOV) modes of transportation, thereby adding to traffic congestion and the 
SOV mode split in the area while likely reducing transit, bicycle, Uber/Lyff, and pedestrian 
modes. Arguably, this would undermine the broader policy goals of the City.

parking prices at H&H, including the possibility of dropping prices 
to zero, is unlikely to impact the demand for on-street parking in the area in part because 
there are few metered, on-street spaces 
Structure. The cars from the surrounding area that may be attracted to the lower prices 
would likely be cars currently parked in competing off-street facilities.

® The strategies needed to achieve some policy objectives, particularly as related to 
dynamic or demand-based pricing are iikeiy, in many instances, to operate at cross 
purposes with the goals of other policies. The policy objectives of demand-based pricing 
typically include reductions in “cruising for parking spaces,” traffic and related emissions, 
as well as encouraging some drivers to use modes that are “greener” and further reduce 
traffic. However, in the case of H & H, demand-based and in some cases dynamic pricing 
for transient parking would require a significant price reduction in the Parking Structure, 
potentially to free. The low-priced or free parking has the potential to encourage more 
driving and traffic resulting emissions in the immediate and broader area, including

as an event des narton.

iafing both an increase in daytime utilization of parking spaces, if successfully 
current schedule for events, wouldand the

e ccupancy

• A reduction in weekc ~n.

the blockalon< surrounding the Parking

; these parkers could be Metro riders //he currently park at the S3.CC/aay facilities In the San Fernando Valley, or 
people who currently park at other commercial parking locations. Ultimately 'hey could also include people -who 

currently do not drive to the location, but would choose to do so it parking were inexpensive or free.

wpywooci and Highland Rote Analysis
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through the shifting of people away from non-auto modes, the opposite of the intended 
policy effect.

• The recommended rate (price) increases in the price of un-vaiidafed, hourly parking are 
likely to have little to no material impact on parking ingress and length o 
Parking Structure. As a result, we determine that the rate changes are similarly unlikely to 
have a material impact on traffic congestion in the area. Parking revenue is projected 
to increase by no more than 5% as a result of the recommended effective hourly rale 
increase in the price of parking. Expected increases in the use of short-term validations 
will likely temper revenue increases and decreases in parking demand;

* Similarly, barring dramatic parking rate increases - or decreases - that would likely 
negatively Impact Highland and Hollywood businesses or parking revenue, changes in

oenefifs of parking demand-
based pricing seen from other demand-based parking pricing programs, particularly 
those that are implemented for on-street spaces.

f stay at e

the non-validated parking rate are unlikely to provide the

« For off-street parking pricing, especially for a public parking facility a large and
prominent in the parking market as Hollywood and Highland, it is important that the 
parking pricing structure remains easy for drivers to understand and consistent. Actively 
or frequently adjusting parking prices to pinpoint and address frequent fluctuations in 
parking demand in the area we suggest would overall not be productive.

• Using parking policy and targeted rates to he extent pursued by LA Express Park would 
likely not be productive for the Hollywood and Highland Parking Structure. However, we 
propose two recommendations regarding demand-based parking pricing policy for 
consideration. First the City and operator should consider increases in event-rate parking 
prices based on those events that traditionally fill, or are expected to fill, the Parking

els for transient and me thly parking should tr" : : *

quantified and reviewed on a regular, we recommend quar !y, basis a determine the
usefulness of changing parking prices for those parking user groups.

early bird in-by-X:00 AM, out by X:00 PM" weekly commuting program may
ration of the Parking Structure however we only 

that such a policy be implemented in tandem with highly visible parking 
space availability signage and messaging for drivers outside of the Parking Structure. 
Such signage does not currently exist at the Parking Structure. The signage would be 
necessary to communicate restrictions on the timing of discounted rates. Nonetheless 
coordination of such a policy -would be challenging and the frequent need for all-day 
parkers to exit early would be unpopular and would likely reduce potential demand.

• A limited
4-71;ncrease we u

recommend

• ihe significant availability and use of driving-alternative modes of transportation in the
Lyft, the robust rail and bus network, and bicycle•ea {including Ubea, ana pe 3e$tnan

options) are to a great extent already reflected in current parking demand and revenue 
data. The full or partial implementation of self-driving or automated vehicles (AV's) -within 
the private vehicle fleet will likely have an impact on how parking facilities are used in 
the future. There i ie consensus within the automobile and Transportation planning 
industry os to precisely when impacts from this trend will occur. Projections vary

! 1

HoSyvv-ocV ana Highland Raid Ar-crysi:
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considerably but we expect lit tie to no material Impact 'within the five-year outlook of the 
parking price recommendations.

• To the extent that changes in parking demand at the Hollywood and Highland facility 
may occur in the future, as a result of changes in the use of AV's, the recommended 
regular monitoring of parking demand should help detect impending changes as 
occur. Given the current, significant availability of parking spaces for much of the time in 
the Parking Structure, excluding events, basing policy on projected implementation of

r disruptive changes anticipated for transportation systems, 
for on existing public parking facility we believe is premature.

e\

AV's within the leet, or simil

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

Walker Parking (Walker), along with Iteris, was engaged by SP 
impacts on parking demand of parking price (rate) changes at the City of Los Angeles' (City) 
Hollywood and Highland Parking Structure (H&H) located in the heart of the Hollywood section 
of Los Angeles, in addition to understanding the impacts of rates on parking demand, SP+ and 
the City are seeking to understand the broader transportation policy implications as they relate 
to the City's demand based pricing program, LA Express Park.

(Operator) to understand the

METHODOLOGY

Walker and Iteris addressed the following scope of services, applying Walker's market and 
operational knowledge of the parking market 
broader traffic system and modal split 
account possible changes in the future.

oupied with Iteris' knowledge anHr-

!y in place in the Hollywood area and faking i nto

. Analyze rates, including those proposed by Walker Parking Consultants in the a 
study, and determine the expected impac 
traffic congestion at and around 
projections of

a. Entries at various time of the day
b. Entries at various times of the month, and
c. Entries at various times of the year.
d. Results will depend on analysis of LADOT and/or SP+ providing historical entry/exit 

data for this purpose in electronic, user-friendly (Excel) format for at least the past 
two years. Incomplete data may impact the precision and accuracy of the 
analysis.

ached
to park ',nnHI i I t parking bshOViCT ncin g Q p pm n

parking facility. The analysis shall includene
he following:

2. Determine the expected length of stay and its impact on parking under the proposed 
rates. Project the impact of a duration of: 

a. One (I) hour:
b, Two (2) hours, and
c. Three (3) hours or more.

Hoitywood and Highland Rate Anar/sts
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cl Results will depend on analysis of LADOT and/or SP
this purpose in electronic, user-friendly (Excel) format for at 

two years. Incomplete data may impact the precision and accuracy of the 
analysis.
All financial projections are for planning purposes and riot to be used in bonding 
or similar financial documents.

3. Evaluate if dynamic demand-based parking pricing, as used with LA Express Park, can 
or should be utilized to influence parking behavior, duration, and travel behavior. The 
evaluation shall consider how it will impact:

Traffic congestion in the area and 
arking revenues.

providing historical entry/exit
C-S t the pas

e.

a.
b. D

4. If recommended, determine the sources necessary to implement dynamic demand- 
based parking pricing at H&H Parking Garage. These include general recommendations 
regarding policies, operations, and technology for the Garage. Neither a specific 
parking operations and management plan nor parking technology definition or 
specifications are envisioned for this effort.

5. Determine if dynamic demand-based parking pricing would be more beneficial to the 
owner, operator, and patrons of H&H Parking Garage considering social, economic, 
environmental, and any other factors. Determine the challenges of dynamic demand- 
based parking pricing for off-street parking facilities inclusive of the H&H Parking Garage.

6. Walker considered the impacts of low-, r and mid-range
g demand and length of stay to evaluate ihe City’s policy objectives and 

variety of pricing options. Walker also evaluated permit options including an 
permit program and increasing the number of monthly permits allocated.

o pricing scenarios on
park!
evaluate ■

Early Bir ,~j!

7. evaluate how the proposed rates affect travel behavior, traffic congestion, and impact
parking. The evaluation shall include the impact of the following on parking:

> A.

b. Riding the train;
. Carpool and ride-sharing;

d. Use of autonomous vehicles, and
e. Future mobility projects or other mobility developments.

n

MoHyvsood ond i ugiycmg Sore Woy-K
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Figure 1: One of Hollywood and Highland’s Entrances [Highland Avenue)

© 1 ■/

i
H H

SI
1 jf§
71*

\
I

i

ource: Walker Parking Consultants, 2017

In November of 2016, Walker completed a parking rate and market analysis for the H&H Parking 
Structure, recommending rate increases for some rate categories, to be implemented from 2017 
through 2021. Table i shows the current rates at H&H and the rates recommended to take effect 
in 2017. Because part of the impact of a rate structure is the amount of time it fakes to reach 
the daily maximum rate, the incremental rate is demonstrated in this table as well.

HcCwocd and Highland Role Analysis
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Table 1: 2017 Rale Recommendations
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Walker’s 2017 rate increase recommendations include the following effective adjustments in the
ates would remain unchanon-validated parking rates, v r GtO -

for every 20 minutes, increased from the 
ent $1.00 for every 15 minutes. The effective recommended rate increase is from $4.00

A recommended incremental rate of $2. 'in
kj

CU rr

j p>

.00 to $17.00Recommended increase in the daily maximum rate from $1

Based on the recommended increase in the incremental rate, the daily maximum rate 
will increase from $15.00 for stays greater than 3 hours and 30 minutes to $17.00 for stays

9

Recommended increase in the monthly commercial rate from $125 to $130;

itial rate from $75 to $80.Recommended in rease in me

r:o;ly>.-oon and Hcpdand Rate Analysis
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The current and proposed rates, incremental, maximum and monthly, have been considered in 
the following report for analysis on impact of demand, parking behavior, traffic congestion, and 
the impact of other transportation modes in the area.

201 7 MARKET PARKING RATE SURVEY UPDATE

Walker benchmarked the proposed parking rates against those at 
0.40-miie radius of H&H. The survey indicated that garages in the immediate area (outlined in 
red in Table 2), posted rates of $2,50 - $3.00 per 15 minutes while H&H currently offers $1.00 per 
15 minutes. As was found in the 2016 survey, the H&H Parking Structure continues to remain 
below the market rate in the latest findings. This is not surprising, nor necessarily unreasonable, 
given the large number of parking spaces if has and the challenges of accessing the facility for 

i as drivers and pedestrians.

r-

fhe public bo

Win \n< VS;:
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Fable 2: 201 7 Rate Survey Updatei

rDistance 
From 
H & H

2-3
Hours

Facility
Type

Daily
Maximum

W/E Monthly
Rate

Evening
Rate

Event
RateAddress 1 Hour<Operator Spaces Hourly Rais 1 - 2 Hours

. Rate

—
§fc3ndard;

Policing oil$1 00/15 nvt. $800 $1200 $15.00 $1500 $15.0-0Garage / SP
■ i i ■

a . a
Roosevsi* Hoiei {vcie'S 7000 Hollywood

:
■ ■ ■ ■ i ■ ■!' ''"VfS

Valot Parking $20$0.15 mi. $24,i ! i-ioifsi6 V
3iva.................. ..................... ...............
683; Haw!Herno Ao ■' '639
: ' i: i ■

6922 Hol-y wood Blv d / ; 650 Oi ange Dr

DaOcm/a
. ■ :■ i :■ ,

Pro Parr:

1-20 00’ 130.0C I-1 50 CO”: ■: ■. 0

$O.iOmi. Gar ago / SP ■i $20.00 $2.0.00 $20.00 $20.00 $12.5.00

:i !■ I! ■ :
...UlUilsiL.

.jr i j- r-.i 
parking

126 “1 . .. ■6 6-D 38 SKi Oil 1188 00”
i

7080 HoJyv/ood 3!vd. / 1 648 N. la Brea
,-\ V '

1. i I. $10.0 $21 $20.00’0.33 mr. 0 1:0.00 $! 76.00”i

S3 $8 08 $186 '65"-8,88 : . ■ ; :'■■■■ i . ■ .A;’ l : 5 888!

Standard
Parking

':.. II- Il.-.'WI .1 -1: rn' 1.1. / 1 / -1. V'v : ■ 16.- ■ 1 .11 : 0.20 mi. i -i j: I' ! r> $10.00 $1. $15.00 $20.00$2.50/16 min. $15.00 0 $100.00”
■

. : ■ . 88 Si - ?3:t S; 5.00 SiS 00 S3 0 liiCO $16.80 $: 2 00“v PS •■-/a”

No gansienf perking. Facility 5 p.14>C724 NHgiiianci 0.12 mi. CaiPark, inc 1 ■ ; w ig on-y.

Ngn: Pern'-' 
$'65 24 $225

■ ■ : ■ : • v ■ . ■ ■■ ' 8 8 3,-0 $28 CO $20 08 $28.80 $20 88 128 8,; $20.80. ■■ ■ ■

Garage / 
VoiGt

/i728 N. Day or Nigh! Permit 
$165. 24 Hr Par mi! $225

55 $20.00 $20.000.15ml. Cor PoikMy! $20.00 $20.00 $
■5 3.3 ■'••• C’CiV.-;. i'c-m-i ; 3? 2-3 S3 80 1; 6 $1500 lm.8C 1 S 88 8'3

$8.00 $15.000.34 mi. Classic Poncing lol • SP 80 $2.00/15 mm. $16.00 $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $ 180.001630 N. ,as Pa!mas Ave.

$70-
' 0 36 n .- 5:500 $ 16 00 $ 16 00 $16 00 $20 08’ $ 16 CO $ ■ 8-8-1 68Caere ru!K : ;g .- Si' $ 6 -«!: r-8 N V'.A.n.jnc.w •'

6726 W. Sursnl Sivo1./ i 520 N. 
v.cCagner-. Pi

$3.00 $7.50 44 nn $7.600.40 mi. Over park Gc/age / SP 1.50/30 m. $6.00 $7.50 $i 10.00”

1 montr: $ : 44■V:COG'! : 
•H.i: < ■ ■; S2.08; S i 2 80 $16 0- 000 4 1 •>;. . ce $4 00i 1 r-< ■: Avs * • >'CX i

$20.00 $20.00; 719 M 0.40 mi. Can-'oi 0 $20.00 $20.00 4>^v.OOAve.

$ 8.08 $9 002 48 Gni'C r S3 00 $20 00 $22- 80’ $20 00' ' 6 N

$7 50$2 00 $7 50 36 00 

'$23 00

■: 00 0C33 00
323 00 320 00 320 00 32C.0C 1S0CC

.V I 78 3153;' 316 34 $17 28 $ 16 6 3 '46 CO

-"y'.p.-

2017

HoDy'wooa ana Higt^ianci Rate Analysis
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Furthermore, the same set of garages ud 2 through 7) range in daily maximum prices of 
proposed daily maximum increase to $1 7.00 is 

than any of the other facilities.
he

within market rates and offers significantly more inve

Due to this market analysis, Walker does not believe the suggested rate increases will materially 
impact the demand for parking spaces in the H&H Parking Structure, especially considering that 
a majority of porkers get a validation for parking from H & H businesses.

HOURLY PARKING DEMAND

We analyzed the historical data of H&H from April 2016 through March 2017 (the most recen 
twelve months ing traffic entry and
exit volumes by hour, month, and year. We found the peak volumes of entry occurring at 6:00 
PM and the peak volume of exits occurring at 10:00 PM.

parking data available at the time of the analysis), incor

Table 3, below, shows the maximum number of vehicles entering and exiting by time of day and 
month. The highest volume of entry and exits occurred in August and November of 2016, 
primarily due to special events in the H&H area. The high volume in November was attributable 
to holiday shopping and the annual Governors Awards event. The high volume in August was 
attributable to live taping of the America's Got Talent TV show, special events at the Hollywood 
Bowl, and new movie releases.

and Hie fe Av/O-
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Table 3: Max Entry and Exit by Hour & Month

Sep-16 Oct-16May-16 Jtm-16 Jul-16 Aug-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Jan-17 Feb-17 Mar-17Apr-16
fxO Entry Exit Err y Entry Exit Ex:i Ey:iEntry ExO rn ?•’>• fn!.';,' Entry Entry Entry k>ri Entry Ex:! Entry Exrt Ex:1-cr'iy

.79 13 23 U8 20 23 13 a," i<465 16 15 ISO 35 96 14 29 254 A M 22
!? 10 •4 52 20 92 8 13 n 945 a >A 165 63 '• ; 193 HO 20 32 29 6

206 .2; ."6 35 ' 07 '22 '9 ' 23 5 ;0S 39 54 16 302 29 45 29 219 146 936 A M 10 168t

26 OX 30 62 23 67 3927 A .04 1 76 55 30 146 1 i? '» 20 51 119 92 32 Hl6 23 05

183 185 60 137 69 240 327 35 209 334 '338AM 243
287

!-;2 82 245 19: 46 53 i 65 98 146182

: 97 89 307 21 1 337 48 308 I/O 423
357

63 237 266 26.579 627 84 814 54 95 45

293320 239 8? 109 368 55 785 149 26: 95 106 275 89 83 236 27! 132 353 160i 36 365 64

35133/ 35! 5 7 38? MO 005 ! 39 i I 7 445 3 i 8 388 124 295 200 889155 567 41 :

382 3:4 403415 380 ! 83 478 366 44 ! 263 235 255 493 629 375 ;85 412 265 376 
3: & 
359

232 6/2

4 10 293 293 358 25! 319 33! 458 389 5 5 736! 238 4! 3 246 439 406 48! 256
- *80S'299 54/ 328 357 428 327 467 442 37! 395 83?343 285 441 4/5 5'4466

633406 •52/ 36V 395 502 4!3 44 / 363 656 408 47/ 424 368 420 5603/9 442 9/6■ 76
418 34! 490 522 409 378 1;85•! 7 7 88' 978 446 390 585 4:8 386 69-0

577'4 i 0 423 351 467 508 4?8 336 422 708 505550 32! ■134 5:6 430
8305 i 0 58! 377 674 59! 428 460 409•137 600 674 449

716 810 505 744 575 301 312■65.6 42/ 732 329 304 3*5 496 826
582 35!842 416 54! 569 574 498 362 282 26? 278 8:2 47! 863
357 537 462 283 365666 4:2 3/5 382 808 29! 4583:6 289 lA-Sr 

794238 234 868 28! 24 72/9 6 it 268 265 432 450 232 283
77! 20 i 20-8 773 834 522 192 -9; 20? 306176 19: 24/ 407 186 ! 73 299 462

274 396 98 268 i 36 909 4: : 94 285 ?! 796 100 269
245

1!9 ; 338 76 99 444

28 26 395 582 3434 42 348 32 38 !9£ 222 203 339 22 30 247 24 399A
255 2X? 15 18 228 25! 210 25 26?:6 '4 242 220 15 17 230 ?26 26 ///
53 45 31/ 22 6? 52 25 5! 27 36 56 T-78 A M 26 : 18 20 22 49 43 23 2846

•/,ax !://

Source;. SPa Wcvkyn Parking CoasuifanSs, 2017

HoliyAvooc! & Hignuru.: PcOe ArxcyOs
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The highlighted sections, green and blue, indicate the highest volume of tickets pulled each 
hour a he peak day of the month 
associated with the highlighted number, above. Table 4, below, demonstrates the peak day of 
the week and date by month for each exit and entry.

entry and exit per month. Walker proceeded to identify

Table 4: Peak Hourly Entry and Exit Day by Month

HO- MWwWlnvFhIrv

Vehicles VehiclesDoteDay n

Saturday 4/23/2016 4/10 800Apr-16

SaturdayMay-16 5/28/2016 Monday /23/2016 600

Monday 992Jun-16 6/13/2016 Thursday 6123/2016

Jul-16 uesday 7/5/2016 7/5/2016 858T 609 ! uesday

Aug-16 Sunday 8/7/2016 8/3/2016447

Sep-16 9/4/2016 Tuesday 619Sunday 9/20/2016

Oct-16 0/15/2016 Saturd ay 926San 810 10/15/2016

Nov -16 Sunday 11/6/2016 805 Sunday 11/6/2016

12/17/2016 Tuesday 978Dec-16 744 12/17/2016uesf
Saturday 1/14/2016 Saturday 513Jan-17 503 1/14/2016

Saturday 2/11/2017 Saturday 2/25/2017 610

Sunday 3/18/2017 SaturdayMar-17 830 3/25/2017 875

So-j'Ce SF"- Woikoi Faking Consuncnis, 20)7

winter, and volume on the weekends, varying betweenspring months show the mo
Saturday and Sunday, [during the summer months, the peak volume shifts to weekday ev 
likely due to the overlap in demand for parking for the Hollywood Bowl, which only operates in
the summer months but has concerts occurring during the week, and weekday parking 
demand, which likely increases in the summer as a result of increased visitor activity. Finally, 
Table 5, below displays the average peak number of tickets pulled by hour and month, for April 
2016 through March 2017.

Hopwooa & Higi)iar)d Ra'e Analysis
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Table 5: Average Peak Vehicles by Hour and Monti i

Jul-HApr-16 May-16 Jun-16 Aug-16 Sep-16 Oct-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Feb-17Jan-17 Mar-17
Entry Exi' Entry Exit Ext: Entry ExitEntry Exit Entry Exit Entry Entry Exit Entry Exit Entry Exit EntryEntry Exit Exit Entry Exit

10A A.M. 15 6 6 5 4 5 3 13 5 12 54 4 19 10 5 5 204 6 8 4

5 A.M. 1320 5 10 3 10 10 3 10 3 15 34 4 18 4 9 3 12 93 44 a

236 A.M 42 28 37 30 34 10 2410 6 6 30 *? 15 13 60 295 23 -/

7 A.M. 57 31 1 1 40 10 43 1014 7 54 43 9 43 10 27 10846 21 22 32 ^ 7
i

8 A.M. 55 1984 20 17 67 18 69 70 20 71 17 17 2373 14 104 27 -AS44 14 12
9 A.M. 108 26i 32 29 170 28 34 14! 34 140 28 147 25 29 125155 160 25 95 20 148 37 110 21
10 A.M 154 58 50169 52 46 166 52 213 201 61 186 192 54 163 50 189 49 163138 40 63 166 47

1 1 A.M 197 81 98200 83 233 91 276 1 100 232 241 94 230 283 196112 197 75 99 198 76

16012 P.M. 237 21 114 272 145 239’I '? 156 327 245 143 257 141 299 155 210201 116 132 222 118

1 P.M. 21 148 263 ' 178 232 222233 5 55 170 324 193 243 182 236 166 a 73 19° |*V’i M ISO’ 46 252 168A

2 p.M. ■a 226 192 273 212 23836 ■88 210 289 244 252 228 264 200 289 25 z25 195 208■9 261 194A

3 D.M. 209249 220 218 277 258 289 273 253 228 253 233 261 231 296 32 190 205 214 2236
4 P.M 239 216 201 306 244 5/2 225 260 225 217 258212 268 190 210 188 197 215 29z

5 P.M. 246 205 21 190 ?/ifi >78 976 222 203 208 248 189258 i q,0 210 261 232

267302 263 305: 3266 P.M. 370 516 291 270 262 315265 279

292
297 200 198 352 243261 :;a

fttP.M . 26 224 506 218 218 284a; 247 177 188 575 199 243.41 215<

8 P.M lc 194 225 261 249 214 205 2054 250 184 166 202 150 149 172167 189 198

9 P.M. 215 313 262 549 25216 6 177 318 268 150 ! 49 250 5 36 143 209187 18650

10P.M. 326. 240 124 2596 136 1 278 102 105 101 106 97 2251/4 136 303

205 28! 239 6011 P.M. 8 75 338 96 82 221 275 60 254 59 165 62 62123 153 73

12 A.M 33 124 164 128 3938 14 37 177 36 150 30 190 25 146 25 107 26 3046 114 1 l 7 32 159/ z

1 A.M. 10 901 1 105 112 8 506 14 10 9 j 8 95 7 1 16 122 1085 10 143/ /

2 A.M. 83 855 92 82 9 5 77 62 65 2 724 4 4 4 70 34 6/z

3 A.M. 18 2113 ! 7 12 17 14 16 53 15 1 5 15 16 15 13 7 59 2!14 12 17 19 19

"... 0:7.1 c-ego -x-'

Source: SP+. WolKer Parking Consultants, 20; 7

Hollywood & Highland Parking Rate Anaiysi
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The annual average of peak entries occurs at 6:00 PM while the annua! average of peak exits 
occurs at 10:00 PM.

Walker projects that the recommended rate increases will not change the demand of the peak 
entry' and exit times within the facility throughout the year. The suggested rate changes are
nominal and only impact those porkers who do not receive a validation from retail, restaurant.
or theater entities on site. As a result, we and should assume that the current volume

trends will remain with little to no changnd en 
implemented.
m. :

Figure 2: Sample Signage in the Garage

!•«m

Protection

r
NO

r .
vF

K

Source: Walker Parking Consultants, 2017

HOURLY LENGTH OF STAY IMPACT

Walker analyzed the length of stay based on data received for transient tickets from January 
2016 through March 2017, particularly focusing on the one, two and three hour durations. The 
data provided by the parking access revenue control system (PARCS) is limited in detail, only

Hollywood X HiqUcfVj Forking Fcde Anaiyos
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providing varying time increments of duration reports; we adjusted our analysis to reflect the 
varying time frames.

First, we summarized al! data provided info months, separating weekend and weekday tickets.
From this table, we condensed the time table to separate 0.5 hours in 30-minute increments
along with consolidating all 5 - 24 hour tickets and finally all 1 - 14 day tickets. A summary of the 
2016 results are below in Table 6.

Table 6: 2016 Transient Parkers by Length of Stay

0 Min - 30 Min 202,746 63,183 139,563
_ . ...................... 101,384282,538 181,154

90 Min - 3 Hr 396,034 157,608 238,426
3 Hr + 728,372 211,543 518,829

Source: SP+, 'Walker Parking Consultants, 2017

Table 7: 2017 January.- March Transient Parkers by Length of Stay

WeekdayWeekendTefal
0 Min - 30 Min 10,2% 9.7% 10.4%

30- 90 Min 19.9% 17.7%
90 M in - 3 Hr 24%% 30.7% 21.9%

3 Hr + 39.8% 50.0%46.6%

aurce: SPv Walker Forking Consultants. 2017c

In both 2016 and 2017, most parkers stayed more than 90 minutes, 
percentage of time restriction over total parkers. Data we reviewed from the first three months 
of 201 7 shows consistency with the 201 6 length of stay data.

able 8, below, shows the

■uOywood 0 Highland Po'xina Rote ArWyes
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Table 8: 2016 Annual & 201 7 January ■- March Annual Ticket Percent Length of Stay

~ ~ i
- ' f ;.yj' Y nx V"

'

0 Min - 30 Min >2.6%
1 OO-/o 'o

30- 90 Mini -1'o' /o
24.6% 29.5% 22.2%90 Min-3 Hr

M":3 mm yw.U/O; - w ^

Summary2017 (Januaiy -
Total Weekend Weekday

0 Min - 30 Min 0.2% 10.4%

7.7%30- 90 M/n 18. A 'a
90 M in - 3 Hr 30.7% 21.9%A

3 Hr + a;o

Source: SP+ Walker Parking Consultants, 2017

On the weekends, in both 201 6 and 2017 YiD, there is a slight uptick in duration of stay in th p*

90-minute to 3-hour category.

Walker also analyzed the Ticket Stratification Report which identifies the number of tickets, in 15- 
minute increments, processed per fee fable over a period of time. Through review of all fee 
tables, Walker identified the three fee tables that represented the current posted rate and 
validation structures. From there, Walker identified the estimated length of stay for each group, 
while associating that number as a percentage of all transactions. Table 8, below, shows the 
number of tickets processed by each fee table and total tickets (including the other minimally 
used fee tables) with an accompanying percentage of the length of stay to all users.

Hollywood & Highland Parkinq Rde Analysis
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Table 8: Fee Table with Number of Parkers by Length of Stay

2016
Total (Includes 
oil fee tobies) . Transactions!!

«Length of Retail/
Restaurant

of Allfo
TheaterPosted RatesStay

20,6430:45 40,304 18,703 94!

U00 44,4.53 24,146 1.147 26,161 5.1%
44.096 30,815 6,0%1:15 28,620 1,234

1:30 41,853 31.559 0592 34,157 6.7%

38,894 33,330 36,397 7.1%1:45 2,007

7.3%2:03 36,011 33,244 3,226 37,479
6.3%2:15 32,214 26,054 5.315 32,403

30.681 32,261 6.3%2:30 22,59? 8.61 :

32,068 6.2%2:45 28,182 19,756 11.328

26.718 13.426 31,492 6.1%3:00 4
24,539 29,050 5.7%3:15 14,517 13.648

4.9%3:30 22,308 12,447 12,174 25.362
4.3%20,05! 10,682 21,8613:45 10,552

19.4804:00 18.547 9,008 9.894

2.9%17,242 7,2024:!5 7,390

2017 (January - Man 

Theaieri
length erf Retail/

JlfsiguranfPosted Rates

4,818 4.4%9,029 1430:45 4,327

9,627 5,969 5.4%1:00 5.568 150

6.2%1:15 9,486 171 6,7956,364

9.077 7,502 6.8%1:30 7 023 204

7.2%1:45 8,408 7.407 286 7,952
7.1%2:00 7.696 7.081 475 7,809

o. 6.921 6,905 6.3%5,792 893

6.399 5.13: 6,818 6.2%0466

5.986 6,911 6.3%4,542 2,137

5.478 2,*58 6,790 6.2%3,926

3:15 4,996 3,202 2,75! 6,136
4.291 2.598 5,497 5.0%3:30 2,758

4.3%3:45 3,931 2,286 2,318 4,738
3.589 4,228 •>4:00 1.926 2.178 o.

4:15 3,416 1,590 1.627 3,302

‘Beyond 4 hours and 15 minutes, the number of tickets per rate band represented less than 2% of the total tickets 
collected. These small numbers are therefore not shown.

.Source: ,SP% Y'/alker Parking Ccnsulianis, 20/7

The table above shows that approximately 83% of all transient parkers in 2016 and 84% of all 
transient parkers in the first quarter of 201 7 utilized the garage for 45-minutes to 4-hours and 15- 
minutes.

The proposed parking rates will only impact those users who pay the posted rate, as the 
validation rate is not proposed to increase. Due to the relatively small dollar amount increase in

-lopwooci 6 CarMano Pcnmo Rot'- ArvdyiO
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rate and the low price of parking relative to the market we believe it is unlikely that users will
seek other parking options or change their length of stay behavior. The fact that many visitors 
are tourists who come to the site, regardless of a (reasonable) fee for parking, also suggests little 
change in behavior resulting from the rate increase.

Because many ing facilities often only offer one flat maximum rate, we think it is unlikely that 
users will seek other parking options or chang 
with no adjustment for loss of parkers,

their length of stay behavior. This rate increase,a

will generate some additional 
revenue. However, we expect the higher rate to encourage some parkers to be more diligent 
in getting their parking validated. Overall, we project that the rate increase could result in a 
transient parking revenue increase for the center of approximately five percent (5%).

uggesfs rne garage

The H&H Facility serves a diverse group of parkers in the surrounding community, providing
parking for H & H’s and nearby businesses, resident and employee monthly parking, hourly and 
daily parking for tourists, and nightlife and event parking for area venues. Due to the varying 
event schedules and demand for parking in the facility changing regularly, we suggest that only 
a simple and relatively modest form of demand-based parking pricing to manage and control 
inventory, as well as to generate revenue, would be reasonable at this time.

Although there are varying degrees of policy and i tenfafion of demand-based pricing, 
form of demand-based pricing that 

could be expanded in the future if necessary. To the extent that LADOT wishes to explore the 
policy, we recommend that demand based pricing be implemented in two possible phases, 
quarterly occupancy/rate analysis and event parking specials.

Impiified to sophisticated, Walker recommends a simple1

Step one, implementing a quarterly occupancy and rate analysis, should be completed to 
determine areas of the current market that can withstand rate increases as well as managing 
the occupancy of the facility. If a pattern in the garage develops, such as filling 
important the Operator identifies ways to manage the inventory and relieve the issue. This 
management can be done via rate increases within the observed pattern, for example morning 
or evening specials for lot-full scenarios in the morning or evenings.

is

The second step of demand based pricing implementation is to market an event rate for the 
frequent affairs in the area. Not all events dictate the implementation of a special rate but those

ually should be re-evaluated to identify a special rate to generate 
additional revenue. With vast amounts of available historical data, we suggest a review of the 
highest volume events and executing the demand based pricing during those times.

that do fill the garage an rp

To implement this step, we recommend exploring the option of updating the existing PARCS 
equipment. Installing a PARCS system that can accommodate event programming, while

agreements, is key in the success of thisnonormg vancla

Hollywood X Higniond Paring Rale Analysis
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odvoncements have occurred with parking technology, allowing for customization of 
technology to each sites’ needs and operating plans.

Implementing demand-based pricing during events, as seen with many competing surface lots, 
will likely move parkers into facilities quickly; because the range of rates will be relatively similar, 
the parker will more quickly choose a location to park in, ultimately reducing traffic congestion, 
It is assumed that the event rates wilt remain within the same range, as seen at many stadiums 
and arenas across the country. It is important to note that the management of the event rate 
pricing is crucial in redirecting traffic congestion.

As mentioned previously, Walker does not anticipate that a loss of volume will occur at the site 
due to rate increases. As a result, the same volume with increased parking rates would generate 
more revenue for the facility. Reviewing the marker rates quarterly along with the occupancy 
data will assist in the management and production of additional revenue while minimizing the 
loss of parkers. Rates will only be adjusted upward for already-identified, high-parking-demand 
events.

Dynamic based pricing is more beneficial to the owner of the facility as well as the patrons of 
H&H garage. The owner benefits from additional revenue generation and inventory 
management, while the patrons of the garage benefit from a facility that manages the 
inventory - capitalizing on high volume times and reduced rate parking during off-peak hours. 
In addition, all parties will benefit from increased revenue generation as it will assist in extra 
funding to manage and repair the facility; for example, updating the PARCS equipment to a 
more oatron and tor-friendly platform.

The primary challenge
is placed on the operator. The operator must be attentive to the patterns of the facility as well 
as actively managing the PARCS system to ensure it is appropriately processing transactions. In 
addition, the operator must closely observe the market trends to flexibly manage fh 
behavior dictates. Although this process can be manual with the current PARCS equipment, 
new equipment will allow for a lower possibility of error and reduced manual processes when 
implementing demand-based pricing.

of successfully implementing a demand-based parking pricing program

facility aa

PARKING RATE SCENARIOS

Walker evaluated three parking pricing scenarios in order to determine the possible impact of 
each with regard to the City's policy objectives. These objectives, discussed 
document, include increasing weekday parking utilization in the Parking Structure, ensuring 
parking availability for events, maintaining the viabilit 
development, reducing traffic and encouraging the use of alternative modes of transportation, 
and maintaining a constant revenue stream to cover the costs of providing parking.

of businesses that operate in the H&H

Kndywood V Highland Forking Pate Analysis
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Walker evaluated the following three parking rate scenarios and their impacts on parking 
demand, utilization and revenues at the H&H Parking Structure:

High scenario: increase the transient and validated rates to peak prices observed in the 
market: $20,00430.00 for 24 hours;

Mid-level scenario: Nomina! increases to the transient and validated rates

Low scenario: Lower or eliminate 'weekday pricing

HIGH - RATE INCREASE

increasing the transient and validated rates to the peak rates of the market, $20.00 to $30.00 for 
24-hours, is likely to decrease demand, utilization, and concomitantly revenue, due to the 
availability of lower-priced, and in some cases more convenient parking options observed in 
the surrounding area. Substantial increases are also likely to encourage drivers to use other 
parking facilities in the area, which would now have a price advantage. Substantial increases 
are also likely to encourage the use of non-drive modes fo reach the area, inch 
Iran

public
taflon, biking, walking, orTNC's.

Given that the rate increases proposed only impact transient rates and not v 
increasing the daily transient and validated rates to peak of the market is likely to only marginally 
impact length of stay. Increased 24-hour rates above those of the hotel parking rate 
impact that nominal group of porkers as they may choose fo park for less time or not park at alt. 
The remaining groups are unlikely to change. If the intention is to decrease daily demand to 
accommodate monthly porkers and event attendee utilization, increasing rates would be a 
likely solution.

n-i

Implementing LA Express Park policies fo dynamically manage all rates would likely be overly
user

implementing a limited demand-based pricing to peak-of-the-market rates for large events 
may be successful due to the increased demand and limited inventory during high-volume 
event attendance. Currently, the City of Santa Monica currently applies special, high-event- 
demand parking pricing in their public parking facilities for events such as (the terminus point 
for) the Los Angeles Marathon or the Giow exhibition.

j due fo the Instead,aciiiTy.

MID - RATE INCREASE

The rate harged to urrently below the average market 
surrounding area. Nominal increases to the transient and validated rates are unlikely fo impact 
utilization or demand, while increasing revenues. H&H is primarily utilized by parkers who are 
attending an event, visiting a store, or touring the popular visitor sites in the area - a nominal 
increase fo align H&H with the mid-market rates will likely not defer parkers due to price, yet will 
contribute to additional revenue generation.

parking NJ i Id
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between dailyExecuting a balance
challenging task in which an equilibrium between the three user groups must be met. 
increase in rates and projected stable demand we project will continue to align with the current 
utilization patterns.

transient., event parking, and monthly parkers is a
TV

Nominal increases to the transient and validated rates are unlikely to impact length of stay at 
the facility. Again, the increases only impact the non-validated groups. Nominal increases to 
the transient rates are unlikely to impact length of stay at the facility. Again, the increases only 
impact the non-validated groups whom are unlikely to park for more or less time due fo

ble increases.neg

Implementing demand-based pricing amongst ail rate bands is 
due to the minimal i

more utilizationnhKely to yi a
s and extensive inventory in the facility. As an 

renting demand-based pricing via LA Express Park for event parkers is likely 
to continue to yield high volumes with increased revenues, based upon event attendance. 
Currently, the City of Santa Monica currently applies special, high-event-demand parking 
pricing in their public parking facilities for events such as (the terminus point for) the Los Angeles 
Marathon or the Glow exhibition.

nfs of the rate
lative, imple *YC

LOW - RATE DECREASE

Lowering or eliminating weekday parking prices at H&H, including the possibility of dropping 
prices to zero, is highly likely fo result In some additional demand for the Parking Structure to be

‘pulled" from non-driving modes;

commuters who are parking in other locations in Hollywood;

or public transit commuters who park along a Metro line will park in the H&H facilif

If successful in significantly increasing weekday parking utilization, the increased demand will 
negatively impact the facility's ability to accommodate the high demand for event parking 
that occurs intermittently, but unpredictably. In addition, as discussed elsewhere

long-term parkers
this

document, overlaps are projected to occur between 
(anticipated to be err es and commuters) and the arrival times of

bilify fo support Hollywood as an event destination.
vent goers, neaativelye>

impacting the Parking Structure ; n

Implementing demand-based pricing via below market rates is unlikely to yield a meaningful
ical industry application of deman 

based pricing is fo manage demand and utilization via rate; eliminating or implementing low 
market rates will yield higher demand and may become difficult to manage by staying below 
market as the intention of the system is fo increase rates fo capitalize on demand. Ultimately,

favorable utilization or revenue generating result. The *\/r W'i _
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running fhe system with low parking rates will defeat the purpose of loo/ and/or zero parking 
rates.

POTENTIAL PERMIT PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS

in light of the findings ontained in this report, and the interest of 
alternative policy choices, the following programs may be considered.

the City in consideringr'

EARLY BiRD PARKING PERMIT PROGRAM

A limited early bird in-by-X:00 AM, oo by X:00 PM," di rounted parking rate permit program 
may increase weekday parking utilization of the Parking Structure; from where additional 
parking demand on weekdays would appear remains to be determined. However, we only 
recommend such a policy be implemented in tandem with highly visible parking space 
availability signage and messaging to reach drivers outside of the Parking Structure to promote 
a customer-friendly experience for patrons. Such signage does not currently exist at the Parking 
Structure. The signage -would be used to facilitate communications and restrictions on the timing 
of discounted rates.

3 0

Without proper signage, there would also be conflicts with event parking. The PARCS system 
should be improved to accommodate a dynamic pricing structure system. Even with a robust 
system in place, coordination of such a policy would be challenging and the frequent need for 
all-day parkers to exit early would be unpopular. An Early Bird program may also increase traffic 
congestion in the area due to more vehicles accessing the parking garage and may defer 
people from using alternative modes of transportation.

An Automated Parking Guidance System (ARCS) -with dynamic signage is a type of signage 
that could be used to attract and/or direct parkers. Count modules, (loops, magnetic sensors, 
or ultrasonic sensors) can monitor the number of vehicles that enter and exit the 
maintain an overall count of vehicles in the facility. The count modules track the number of 
vehicles traveling in and out of the facility and communicate the facility status to a zone 
controller, communication points, a gateway and a server.

toaali

For example, if a facility has 1,000 stalls, when the facility is empty the counter is set at 1,000. 
Each time a car enters the facility, the availability count is reduced by one and each time a car 
exits the facility the count is increased by one, thereby keeping a count of the number of 
available stalls. This information can be displayed, in real time, on a website or mobile parking 
app. The use of technology can minimize the cost of operation while providing a comparable 
or higher level of service. [ 
available spaces, time or other locations, and/or color-coded messages such as “Full" in red, or 

n green.

:imic signage (typically LED) can also display the number of

‘Open

Hollywood X Highland Pa?Kinq Rede Analysis
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INCREASING THE NUMBER MONTHLY PARKING PERMITS

From our analysi H&H Is at or above the number of monthly parkers the facility can 
accommodate without affecting weekday and -weekend capacity. Typical non-event days 
may be able to accommodate more monthly parkers, but event parking demand would 
exceed that capacity. If the number of monthly 
event days and should be tested incrementally by Increasing fh 
permits upward by, for example, increments of 50 - 100
of monthly parkers increased, there should be a modest increase in permit price given robust 
demand.

;■(• -are increased, i houid only be on non
number of monthly parking 

its every 6 months. If the number

IMPACT ON TRAVEL BEHAVIOR

In the attached memorandum, Iteris examines and compares in detail, the relative mode shares 
of the different transportation options serving the Hollywood and Highland area vis-a-vis the H 
& H Parking Structure. Based on the relatively low impact that the recommended parking rates 
are projected to have on parking and driving behavior, we project little impact on the publico 

hoice of transportation options as well. Further, the same factors that limit the impact of the 
recommended rate changes will likely limit the impact of larger changes in the price of parking, 
were they to occur.

Increases or decreases in parking pricing have an impact on modal toehavior, 'which in turn 
impacts parking demand. Studies conducted in urban areas across the United States have 
shown that, on average, tor every ten percent increase in parking pri 
approximately three percent in parking demand occurred. This decrease in vehicular parking 
demand could result in a proportionate increase in the use of other modes of transportation, 

given the variety of tra ... :a. options at the site, but also the use of Uber/Lyft, bicycles,
nd walking.2

OTENTIAL IMPACTS OF TRANSPORTATION NETWORKED COMPANIES (TNC’S)

While parking and transportation planners continue to project parking demand in a stati 
manner, the way people are traveling in Los Angeles only recently has begun changing 
dramatically. Although rideshare companies Uber and Lyft view demand and usage data as 
highly proprietary, we know that the growth in use of the services has been more than 1000% in

r-

just the past four years.

For some Sand uses more than others, the demand tor parking spaces has been reduced as a 
result.3 Greater changes are likely in store os self-driving vehicles (SDVs) become part of the

2 Policy Brief on the Impacts of Parking Pricing and Parking Management on Passenger Vehicle Use and 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, California Environmental Protection Anorv'v Air Resources Board, 9/30/14

■'t'lirx//>XV>?V^L.-xSn(n,A:(::r!i.Svnc.ci/r>u!i^v/;;Uieade i S[ j ()6"Upry rum!
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transportation system, in some cases in tandem with ridesharing companies, 'which are some of 
the largest investors and aggressive implemented of the technology.4 They are already on the 
road In cities from Mountain View, CA to Pittsburgh, PA.

PAGE 24

Figure 3: Self-Driving Vehicle, Mountain View, California, October 2016
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Photo Credit: Walker Parking Consultants, 20 16

Based on our work in parking structure design and planning, Walker pays close attention to these 
trends. While overall we have seen little consensus among the experts in research and business 

to which parking demand will be reduced by these trends, the overall 
consensus appears to be a reduction in parking demand In the future. Some municipalities are 
keeping such policy decisions In mind. The City of Summit, New Jersey recent has foregone

fruction of a public viding a stipend for Uber ■ uCb. L./'c: ving structure \rpG lieu or pro
of residential properties have made similar strategi 
others, has incoroorated TNCs in their trans

of Mountain View, among 
budaef. Other California

Ians.6 The Cir~\H
ion program and.j f

cities are exploring doing so as well. 7

Walker recently conducted drop-off surveys at an area hotel and found that roughly 40% of 
guest arrivals were by TNCs. Many tourists are no longer renting cars. As fewer travelers choose 
not to rent cars, parking utilization for some land uses is going down.

hiiip://sfis!.com/201 6/08/18/ufcer oho dr!veriess..pNsbyfgh:pi)P

" N(J'XVm.Lx:Xpmrp/2GN/J0/0Ur:<;;yv.,ppey upei /

Ut;D:/7/yyvw.susioinoblebranrts.corn/neyys and yiews/collQborajiorPsuSiGinoPle Prands/uDsr Danners si ieci edaU .developer. 
Ir.cen’ivize. r

' j'tyosymve/v.alrnarvacnewoccm/penf/dcfy/vG: 7/0.U •$
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Walker has done research on how TNCs are affecting mode share preference at major 
commercial districts and how that is impacting the travel industry. For example, we have 
collected data at other commercial and entertainment districts in the Los Angeles and counted

peak hour, suggesting that arrival by INC rather than driving and 
arking is making up a new, but significant source of the travel mode share by INC in rh 

Angeles area. A hotel provider, with whom we have worked, has seen a reduction in parking 
demand at its hotels located in walkable locations in Seattle and Portland. On a national scale, 
we have seen that TNCs have reduced demand for rental cars.8 The reduction in rental car 
usage demonstrates that tourists who previously may have rented cars may now be? relying on 
TNCs and no longer occupying as many parking spaces.

34 TNC drop offs during th C2
r~! <3 OSa

ost ubiquitous TNCs in the U.S, do not provide sufficient usage data to 
the public to project the impact of their usage on parking demand at precise locations such as

. Nonetheless, based on our experience and research in the local and 
national parking markets as described in this section, we conclude that the availability and use 
of TNCs are likely to negatively impact parking demand over the medium term to varying

Uber and Lyft, the two

and Hi

2S throughout Los Angeles, including the H & H garage.

CONCLUSION

Based on our analysis of parking data, parking pricing and demand patterns in the Hollywood 
parking market, transportation behavior in the area and observations of the H & H parking 
structure and operation, we conclude the following: •

• The Hollywood and Highland Parking Structure represents by far the largest single supply 
of public parking spaces serving that immediate area of the City:

• Although if is an attractive and well-run parking facility, its sheer size makes ingress and 
egress for both vehicles and pedestrians significantly more time-consuming than those 
factors dictate for users of other facilities in the area. Even with the recommended 
parking rate increases for transient and monthly parking, the price for parking at the 
facility will still, of necessity, be below the market rate of other facilities in the area;

• The recommended rate increases in the price of some elements of the rate structure are 
likely to have little to no material impact on parking ingress and length of stay at the 
parking structure. As a result, we determine that the rate changes are similarly unlikely to 
have any material impact on traffic congestion in the area. Parking revenue is projected 
to increase by no more than 5% as a result of the recommended effective hourly rate

-hifp://wvvw.rfavelweeklv.c 
reye nue-.Uber
h p p:// v/;>p w. b; u sine

■ News/Cor-Ren toi-News/Analyst;- Riue-boillna-puiLnci-denb-cor-renicI-
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increase in the price of parking. Expected increases in the use of short-term validations 
will likely temper revenue increases and decreases in parking demand;

Similarly, barring dramatic 
negatively impact Highland and Hollywood businesses or parking revenue, changes in 
the non-validated parking rat 
based pricing seen from other demand-based parking pricing programs, particularly 

re implemented far on-street spaces.

For off-street parking pricing, especially for a public parking facility as large and 
prominent in the parking market as Hollywood and Highland, it is important that the 
parking pricing structure remains easy to understand and consistent. Actively or 
frequently adjusting parking prices to pinpoint and address fluctuations In parking

rate increases that would likelyor aecreases

are unlikely to rovide the benefits of parking demando r~\

fhose that n

policy and tar h rates to the extent pursued by LA Express Park wouk
YioiiCi

recommendations regarding demand-based parking pricing 
operator should consider increases in event-rate parking prices based on thos

n r'
events

that traditionally fill, or are expected to fill, the parking structure. Second, given, parking 
occupancy levels for transient and monthly parking should be quantified and reviewed 
on a regular, we recommend quarterly, basis to determine the usefulness of changing 
parking prices for those parking user groups.
nhe significant availability and use of driving-alternative modes of transportation in the

ing Uber/Lyft, the robust rail and bus network, and bicycle and pedestrian[inch
options) are to a great extent ?ady reflected in current parking demand and revenue
data, ihe full or partial implementation of self-driving or automated vehicles (AV withins I '

fleet will likely have an impact king facilities are used ine private vensc p n now: r\ pi

the future. The consensus 'within the -sW-W.o planningiC UU i i

to no material impact within the five-year outlook of the parking price recommendation

To the extent that changes in parking demand at the Hollywood and Highland facility 
may occur in the future, as a result of changes in the use of AV's, the recommended 
regular monitoring of parking demand should help detect impending changes as they 
occur. Given the current, significant availability of parking spaces for much of the time 
excluding events, basing policy on projected implementation of AV’s within the fleet, or 
simitar disruptive changes anticipated for transportation systems, for an existing public 
parking facility we believe Is premature.

Lowering or eliminating the price of weekday parking in the Parking Structure is unlikely 
to create
will negatively effective the Parking Structure’s ability to accommodate the high 
demand for event parking that occur. Significantly increasing parking rates will likely 
decrease demand, utilization, and revenues as visitors will using alternative parking 
facilities or modes of transoortation.

high rate of utilization for parking spaces during the c y on -weekdays, andr*Gi

1 p
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• An "Early Bird" program could be developed to incentivize more drivers to use utilize 
underutilized spaces in the Parking Structure during weekdays. However, in order to 
remain flexible enough to accommodate Important events in Hollywood, parking 
availability, regulations, and restrictions tor each day would need to be clearly 
communicated to parking patrons in advance of arriving at the Facility. Without a new 
automated parking guidance system (APGS) to do this, the discussed Early Bird program 
would not be effective or convenient for drivers or the Parking Structure operation.

37-8710.00
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Steffen Turoff 
Waiker Parking Consultants 
606 S. Olive St., Suite 1100 
Los Angeles, CA 90014

To: From: Iteris, Inc.

Date: May S; 2017

Hollywood and Highland Parking Rate Recommendation Impact AnalysisRE:

The parking garage at Hollywood & Highland (H&H) is located in the center of a major tourist and 
entertainment destination. The following information pertains to the existing parking garage1:

- Existing self-parking is available for $2.00 for the first two hours with validation, an additional 
$1.00 thereafter;

■■■ partial parking validation is available at many locations within H&H;
- posted rates (without validation) are $1.00 per 15-minute interval (effectively $4.00/hour), with 

a $15 maximum daily rate;
- valet parking is available for an additional $8.00; and
- adjacent to the garage, there are an additional 2,000 paid parking spaces within a 10-minute walk.

This document summarizes iteris' response to specific questions as outlined in the statement of work 
(SOW). For the purposes of this analysis, only the posted rates are considered for adjustment. The 
questions are presented below, followed by a discussion.

4. Evaluate how the proposed rates affect travel behavior, traffic congestion, and impact parking. The 

evaluation shall include the impact of the following on parking:

• Uber/Lyft;

• Riding the train;

• Carpool and ride-sharing;

• Use of autonomous vehicles, and

• Future mobility projects or other mobility developments.

Estimating Current Access Modes and Potential Changes in Travel Behavior

Iteris reviewed Metro transit rldership data for 2016. At the Hollywood and Highland Red Line station, 
average weekday boardings and alightings (train on/off) are more than 15,000 people per day, and 
average weekend (Saturday and Sunday) boardings and alightings are nearly 12,000 people per day. The 
split between people boarding versus alighting the trains is nearly 50/50. Reviewing TAP card utilization 
data for November 2015 and August 2016, it can be determined that approximately 36% of the daily

Source: hHp://ho Wwoodandhighiand.com/ylsitor-mlo/par long/
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boardings represented the first use of the TAP card, so we can assume that approximately 2,700 people 
per day'" access the Hollywood and Highland station via personal automobile, taxi, walking, bicycling, or 
another non-transit mode.

The rate of boardings at Hollywood and Highland representing the first use of the TAP card are consistent 
with the rates seen at other Metro stations with heavily utilized park-and-ride lots. For example, at North 
Hollywood approximately 41% of the daily boardings represented the first use of the TAP card, while at 
Universal City the percentage is 38%. it must be noted that at the time this data was collected, both North 
Hollywood and Universal City stations did not charge for parking, while Hollywood and Highland did have 
a rate structure in-place. It is generally assumed that the free parking at North Hollywood and Universal 
City attract commuters seeking to reduce parking costs by taking Metro transit services. However, the 
same assumption would not be applicable to Hollywood and Highland, where there is a distinct tourist 
attraction. Therefore, it must be assumed that travel behaviors at Hollywood and Highland, although 
likely motivated by different factors, would be generally consistent with those at other Red Line stations. 
Of the 2,700 people per day who arrive at Hollywood and Highland and use Metro rail, these people would 
be minimally affected by modest parking rate increases. Furthermore, since the rate for first TAP card use 
at Hollywood and Highland is consistent with other Metro Red Line stations, we can assume that the 
amount of people arriving via train or transit would remain relatively constant, regardless of changes to 
parking rates (as the potential for mode shift is already accounted for in existing utilization rates).

A national household travel survey completed in 2009 summarized the following mode share for Los 
Angeles County:

• Auto - 70%
• Transit = 5%
• Bicycle = 2%
• Walk = 23%

Refining the survey data further, the Southern California Association of Governments (SCA6) 2016 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTF) travel demand model estimates that over half of the vehicle trips in 
Los Angeles County are shared-ride trips. A high percentage of shared-ride vehicle trips shows a 
propensity for trip makers choosing to take alternative modes of travel than driving alone. A high 
percentages of shared ride vehicles decrease the demand on the parking system. This data corroborates 
the data shown via Metro TAP card and ridership data.

With an estimated daily visitor level of 65,000 people per day3, we can assume that 36% of these daily 
visitors arrive via personal automobile, taxi, walking, bicycling or another non-transit mode, or 
approximately 23,000 people. Reducing that number by the average daily transit ridership, and we can 
estimate approximately 20,000 visitors per day who may attempt to access parking at the Hollywood and 
Highland garage. Assuming a higher-than-average vehicle occupancy of 2.2 people per vehicle, this would 
represent approximately 9,000 vehicles per day attempting to access Hollywood and Highland, or three 
times the current capacity of the parking garage4.

? Calculated as 36% of half the average weekday boardings/alightings of 15,000, calculated as: 0.36*0.5*15,000
rodvjre-rvleri.pdf? Source: h'tp://ivo:lywo

4 Ibid.

Iteris, Inc. j 2
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Impacts of On-Demand Transportation (e.g., Uber/tyft)

For on-demand transportation services - Uber, Lyft, other ridesharing services, or other transportation 
network companies (TNCs) - there is iittfe research avaiiabie, as these companies have only been in 
existence for the past five to seven years, and seen the greatest increase in demand for their services 
within the last three to four years in major US cities. A recent study5 in New York City has shown a 
dramatic increase in the use of ridesharing vehicles, which has increased the number of vehicle trips and 
related congestion on all roadways. According to Schaller's research, the increase in the use of ridesharing 
vehicles resulted in an approximate a seven percent increase in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in the system. 
The anecdotal takeaway from this research indicates that people are using ridesharing services due to 
their ease of access and price, and people are choosing to utilize these modes over traditional bus and rail 
transit. This could reduce the demand for parking6 at H&H, although it is not dear as to the magnitude, 
given the existing modes of access for visitors to H&H.

It should be noted that while Uber's services are widely used and are a great benefit to the consumer at 
their current pricing point, it is generally understood that the current pricing is not likely sustainable, 
industry experts have noted that Uber's costs and expenses outweigh its revenues, thus the current 
pricing model is heavily subsidized. Some estimate the level of subsidy at 60%, meaning that these 
services only return $0.40 for every dollar invested, which is equivalent to municipal public transportation 
services, it is not dear how long the current pricing model will be in effect, or whether it is sustainable. 
This is important to consider when discussing ride-sharing's effects on traffic congestion over the next five 
to ten years. It is possible that five years from now, these ride-sharing services may not available at a price 
that is competitive with other modes, or even in business at all.

Impacts of Autonomous Vehicles (AVsj

The rapid advancement of connected and autonomous vehicles (CAV) technologies is causing many public 
agencies, and publidv-fadng commercial retail establishments, to consider the potential changes to how 
and when customers access destinations, in some regards, the future is still very much unknown, as public 
agencies are struggling to develop policies that keep up with the pace of technological development. In 
terms of when CAVs or AVs may become a factor that could influence how people access the H&H site, 
estimates vary. There appears to be some consensus that sometime between 2020 and 2030, possibly by 
2025, Americans may see a significant market penetration (e.g., 15%) of CAVs within the general vehicle 
fleet. Given the recent experiences in the testing of autonomous for-hire vehicles, it is very likely that 
there will be further legislative and regulatory guidance on where Level 5 autonomous vehicles [those 
vehicles that operate without a steering wheel, gas pedal, or other human control mechanisms] may 
operate versus Levels 1 through 4 [those vehicles designed where the human driver controls some or all 
of the driving functions}7. It is extremely likely that Level 4 and 5 CAVs will most likely be authorized in

5 SchaMer, Unsustainable? The Growth of App-Based Ride Services and Traffic, Travel and the Future of New York 
City; February 27, 2017; viewed at: htTpy/schaiierconsuit.coiTi/ndeservices/unsustainable.pdf
6 Source: http://www.chicagobuslncss.(;ofn/art;de/20161105/1SSUEG 1/311059991 /will-uber-and-driveriess-cars- 
tur ndhe-pai king-biz-into-roadkili
' Morrissey, Agency implications of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles; April 14, 2017; 1TE Western District 
Annual Conference 2017

Iteris, Inc. j 3
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pecified geographic areas a? r dedicated facilities, where the vehicles may travel at low speeds withnn

incited interaction with non-CAVs.

In regards to H&H, this means that it is unlike 
access the site in the near future. The most likely scenario, which would play out over the course of five 
or more years, would be the closure of a public roadway corridor or a designated area to public 
automobiles. The roadway would then be dedicated only for the use of pedestrians, bikes, non-vehicular 
modes, and slow speed AV shuttles. This could play out similarly to the shuttles that currently transport 
patrons from H&H to the Hollywood Bowl for concerts. In the case of H&H, this scenario would require 
the closure of major roadways - Highland Avenue or Hollywood Boulevard - for a number of blocks, which 
would be a major challenge in terms of gaining public and political support. Therefore, it is unlikely that 
any pricing modifications in the near future would result in more patrons accessing the H&H site via AVs.

that AVs will play a significant role in changing how people

Other Mobility Developments

The most significant potential change that would impact access to Hollywood and Highland would be the 
full and permanent closure of Hollywood Boulevard8. Candid conversations with Los Angeles Department 
of Transportation (LADQT) staff indicate that the closure is desired, although not generally supported by 
the public, and more importantly, not supported by the local Council office. If the closure was to be 
implemented, the general understanding is that Hollywood Boulevard would be closed between Highland 
Avenue and Orange Drive. This would result in a shift of passenger loading and drop off activities to Orange 
Drive, or portions of Hollywood Boulevard west of Orange Drive. Orange Drive is a relatively low capacity 
roadway, and congestion and traffic operations would be exacerbated by modest increases in
loading/drop off activities.

Summary

The table below summarizes the qualitative evaluation 
changing ecosystem around transportation and mobility technologies, much of the information provided 
herein is based on the most recent available research.

f a number of criteria. Due to the rapidlyU

Travel Mode | Direction of Change in 
i Parking Demand
I Negative

Magnitude
jUber/Lyft Set vices Low to Medium

I NeutralTrain

j Negative 
Negative

Future Mobility Projects and Developments Neutral

Autonomous Vehicles Low to Medium

Low

B. Evaluate if dynamic demand-based parking pricing, as used with LA Express Park, can or should be 

utilized to influence parking behavior, duration and travel behavior. The evaluation shall consider how

Source: hue m/20.1 S/2/ s o::I) Li H C

nc.lc
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/ raffle congestion in the area

Due to the nature of the destination - primarily entertainment and tourism -■ it is not likely that demand
pricing would significantly change congestion levels. Of the approximately 175,000 vehicles per 

day that drive through the intersection of Hollywood/Highland9, the vast majority destined for Hollywood 
and Highland can be assumed to be tourists or people visiting the entertainment establishments.

Based on peak period traffic count data collected in 2014, the Hollywood Bouievard/Highfand Avenue
intersection is currently operating at a Level of Service (LOS) D in both the a.m. and p.m. weekday peak
hours, with an average vehicle delay of approximately 45 seconds per vehicle. This LOS result indicates
that the intersection is operating near its total capacity, which is generally acceptable for a desirable urban 
travel destination. While traffic count data does not fluctuate much within a few years, these 2014 counts 
were collected before the pedestrian scramble project was completed at the intersection. Thus, it can be 
assumed that current (2017) average peak hour vehicle delays are slightly higher than 45 seconds per

arkm.
>ide volume a i to alte

pricing at H&H Parking Garage. These include general recommendations regarding policies, 

operations, and technology for the Garage. Neither a specific parking operations and management 

plan nor parking technology definition or specifications are envisioned for this effort.

Real-time parking 
infrastructure (e.

To improve access, it is recommen to

D. Determine if dynamic demand-based parking pricing would be more beneficial to the owner, operator,

and patrons of H&H Parking Garage considering social, economic,

factors. Determine the challenges of dynamic demand based parking pricing for off-street parking 

facilities inclusive of the H&H Parking Garage?

The single greatest challenge of demand based parking pricing is conveying the pricing information to 
customers. With the existing multi-tier pricing at H&H (e.g., posted rates, validated rates, valet parking), 
conveying the true cost of parking to patrons is already challenging. At the same time, the current pricing 
of parking at H&H does not appear to have a substantial impact on the modes of access for visitors to the
location. As noted previously, the share of transit patrons arriving at H&H via an automobile (drive alone
or drop-off), walking, biking, Uber/Lyft, or other non-transit mode is consistent with the shares found at 
both the Universal City and North Hollywood Metro stations along the Red Line. However, parking is

Source: hitp://hoWwoodand highland, corn/do /HH: Leasing” Broch ure-Mod.pdf

nc.



;0 ...free at the other two locations, which shows that the price of parkin is not a major factor driving the
cess for visitors to the H&H station and location.pra*.

j-b! t'i0p0' , a n;11 r nS'

ato

P
of parking was too high, is around $15 per day. Recognizing that the current posted rate at H&H is a $15
per day maximum, it can be assumed that the demand for parking at H&H is also driven by the tourism 
and entertainment uses at the location. Therefore, the specific elasticity for parking pricing at H&H is

be shown that the main point of inflection, where approximately 50% of the visitors to H&H would access
other than driving alone, would be somewhere in the range of $25 to $30 per day, 

which would represent a sizeable increase in rates over the current posted rates.

c- :ation via odes

Metro SV PP Parking Demand f:iasticities
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Conclusion

U; At the time of the TAP card data utilized in this analysis; Metro has 
program at the North Hollywood and Universal City station parkins

cemtly initiated a paid parking pilot! C
ots.

i t;Iteris, Inc



of parking in the vicinity of H&H, and the relatively low existing price of parking at H&H compared to
market rates; 2) a substantial amount of visitors to H&H use modes other than personal vehicles to travel

g demand would not be substantially impacted by 
anges in parking prices; and 4) the roadway system in the vicinity of H&H is currently operatin.

at or near capacity, and any minor changes in vehicle traffic volumes resultin; f, di J
e to a lac Od

Inc. | 7


